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WToWarn 
10f Nestles' 

B'oycott 
by Moira Sheridan 

The Student Corp has announced 
its decision to support a national 
boycott of all Nestles' products 
protesting the sale of infant formula, 
beginning today, according to Execu
tive Vice' President of the Corp Mike 
Zientek. 

Zientak stated that the Corp will 
post signs in Vital Vittles informing 
students of the boycott and identif
ying Nestles' products. "By posting 
signs next to all Nestle's associated 
products, we intend .to inform 
students to the fullest extent about 
the nature of the boycott and our 
respect for its supporters," Zientak 
said. "Although we encourage support 
of the boycott, we ultimately are 
leaving the final purchasing decision 
to our customers." 

Zientak added, "We are not taking 
the (Nestle's) items off the shelf. It's 
up to the discretion of the students. 
We can't make up their minds for 
them." . 

The nationally organized boycott 
is in protest of Nestle's sale of infant 
formula (lactogen) in the Third 
World. "It is impossible to use infant 
formulas safely where' clean water, 
fuel, refrigeration, literacy, and suf
ficient income are not available," 
boycott organizers contend. 

According to group spokesman 
Elane Lamy, "Nestle's engages in 
questionalbe market techniques that 
mislead the people in these develop
ing countries. They put sales person
nel dressed in medical uniforms in 
rural and ghetto areas, in order to 
convince mothers that bottlefeeding 
is better than breast feed
ing." Nestle's has defended its sale 
of the infant formula on the grounds 
that other companies also market the 
product and that they do not 
advertise in mass media." 

Products involved in the Vittles 
boycott will include Libby's and 
Swanson items, which are manu· 
factured by Nestle's, as well as their 
chocolate products. 
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Despite cold weather frisbee players were not deterred from practicing their art for last weekends "Spring 
Blowout." photo by Zac Casey 
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Students Blast 
GU On Air 

by Greg Zak 
A group of students held a press 

conference on Tuesday at the Delta 
Phi Epsilon fraternity house to 
announce the formation of SAFER
Students Advocating Fiscal and Edu
cational Responsibility. William KIa· 
wonn, a junior and member of the 
new group, cat~gorized it as "a 
student advocacy group, a very 
effective lobbying group," in a later 
interview. 

The press conference attracted 
several 01 the District's television 
stations. In its six o'clock news show, 
WTOP-TV titled the controversy as 
one between "Washington's most 
expensive University" and the stu
dents. In the interview, spokesman 
James Smith, a student Senator, 
discussed the rejection of the pro
posed tuition rebate, stating, "We 
feel they (students) were over
charged." 

Rev. Aloysuis Kelley, Academic 
Vice President, responded in the 
same television program that "if they 
(SAFER) are talking about the 
budget, there is considerable input 
from the students, as well as faculty 
and administrators. If there is more 
(money than expected at the end of 
the year), it is the position of the 
administration that it be used for the 
pressing needs we have here." 

According to the SAFER state
ment issued on Wednesday, the 
organization was formed by "the 
members of the Georgetown Univer
sity community" for the purpose 
of "press(ing) more effectively the 

claims of the student body." As 
stated in the same statement, it is 
formed as a "reaction to to a history 
of administrative insensitivity to the 
needs of students." 

While the group has many areas in 
which it intends to work, acting 
chairman Gregory Egazarian stated in 
an interview that the main focus is 
on the recently re jected 
tuition rebate proposal. "I went and 
heard Ken Knisely and the other 
Senators talk up the proposal yet 
after the administration applied pres
sure, they backed down," he stated. 
Klawonn said, "The rebate decision 
was engineered-it was shot down, 
aborted before it had a chance to be 
born." 

In response to the charges con
cerning the MCFC rejection of the 
rebate proposal, MCFC Chairman 
Donald Herzberg, the Dean of the 
Graduate School, called SAFER's 
contention "outrageous." He further 
stated, "We met faithfully and 
worked hard, and every member is 
aware of the financial stiuation of 
Georgetown. The vote is an adequate 
reflection of a committee which was 
in possession of the facts." 

SAFER members were also criti· 
cal of the Georgetown student 
government. Egazarian said, "Be
cause SG isn't recognized, it is only 
advisory, and in order to keep getting 
funded and doing the things it does, 
they are bound to bend to the 
administration." "It is consistently 
responding to arguments of political 
calculus, "Klawonn said, adding "SG 
has credibility by aquiescence." 

Be Evicts Paper Over Ad 
by Val Reitman 

GU Rated Most Competitive By Barron's 

Because of the appearance of 
abortion ads in recent issues, Boston 
College officials have refused to 
renew the lease for the office space 
which the separately incorporated 
campus newspaper, The Heights, now 
rents from the University. The 
situalion at B.C., a private Jesuit 
institution, closely parallels that of 
the HOY A last spring when the 
Board of Editors voted to publish an 
ad for the Hillcrest Clinic and 
Counseling Service. Thc HOY A was 
told by administrators that the 
university funding of the paper 
would be cut if the advertisement 
soliciting abortions, birth control, 
counseling pregnancy testing, and 
educational services was run in the 
paper again. 

dent activity with the University 
being the Official Publisher approxi
mately one-third of its production 
costs from the student activities 
fund, with the remaining two-thirds 
generated from advertising revenues. 

Heights editor-in-chief Paul Mc
Parlind stated that the paper had 
been running the advertisements for 
the "Preterm" and "New England 
Women's Services Clinics" since Sep
tember, and in December had been 
approached by College officials, who 
requested the elimination of the 
abortion ads from further issues. . 

by Miles M. O'Brien, III 
Georgetown has joined the elite 

ranks of the "most competitive" 
universities in the country, according 
to the 1978 edition of Barron's guide 
to universities and colleges. Pre
viously, Georgetown boasted a "very 
competitive" mting, two rungs down 
the ladder from the highest distinc· 
tion recently given. 

In a separate but related move, 
the American Bar Association and 
Association of American Law 
Schools, in their routine. evaluation 
of the Law Center, saw fit to dub it 
one of the "premiere schools in the 
country." Although the distinction 
was not learned from the evaluators' 
official report, yet to be released, 
Assistant to Law Center Dean Harriet 
McFaul confided that the news was 
learned through an informal conver
sation between representatives of the 
ABA and AALC, Law School Dean 
David McCarthy and University Presi
dent Timothy Healy, S.J. 

The "Barron's rating is based on 
median SAT scores, high school class 
ratings and the applications to 
admissions ratio. 

This year, the average SAT score 
for Georgetown freshmen was approx· 
imately 630. The average newcomer 
was in the top 9% of his class, and 
the ratio of applications to admis· 
sions reached a 6 to 1 margin. In a 
University press release, Associate 
Dean of Admissions David Cuttiro 
said, "The Hilltop's speedy rise to 
these heights indicates a record of 
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improvement perhaps unmatched by 
any other private institution in the 
country." 

Cuttino continued, "Particularly 
noteworthy are the Schools of 
Business Administration and Foregin 
Service, which have experienced 

more than 100% increases in applica
tions during the last five years." 

University officials attribute this 
growth to increased funding for the 
admissions program, Georgetown's 
wider national recognition and Wash
ington's reputation as·a hotbed of 

DATA ON CANDIDATES, 1978 

CAS SFS SBA SLL GUNS TOTAL 

Applied 4100 1375 1150 550 250 7400 
Accepted 1150 540 365 348 180 2512 
Total Enrollment 465 295 195 175 100 1230 
% Class Rank 93.2 94.2 90.2 89.8 80.5 91.4 
SAT - Verbal 624 643 580 602 534 611 
SAT - Math 648 632 635 575 548 625 

This table represents the percentage of appl icants accepted by each school. 

excitement, particularly Sil.1Ce Water
gate. 

This nationwide attention has 
brought a more diverse group of 
freshmen to the Hilltop, admissions 
Office officials said. While hopeful 
seniors from independent institutions 
on the Eastern Seaboard increased 
considerably, over half of this year's 
candidates have public school roots. 

Among the five University 
schools, the College of Arts and 
Sciences took a blue ribbon for 
selectivity by accepting only 28% of 
its applicants, while the Business 
School followed with a 33% accep
tance. The Schools of Foreign 
Service and Languages and Linguis
tics posted acceptance rates of 42% 
and 62%, respecti1;ely, while the 
Nursing School accepted 72% of its 
applicants. 

The Heights has been separately 
incorporated from the College since 
1970 and receives no funds from the 
BC budget, but does receive what 
Director of Public Relations James 
McGahay termed as a "subsidized 
rent" of $50 per month for office 
space which the newspaper uses for 
production purposes. 

The HOY A is a Georgetown stu-

McParlind said that the Board of 
Editors voted to continue the ad on 
the grounds that the College retained 
no legal constraint on what the paper 
could run. 

According to McGahay, the Col
lege is asking The Heights to use 
the same discretion it uses in not 
printing sexist, racist, or militaristic 
advertising. 

The lease will expire on June 30, 
at which time the paper staff will be 
forced to find other office space 
unless a compromise is worked 
out,according to both parties. 

Healy Speaks on WGTB, Tenure 
Editor's Note: The {ollowing is the 
transcript o{ an interview done with 
the University President, the Rev. 
Timothy S. Healy, S.J. by HOYA 
Managing Editor, Val Reitman. The 
topics discussed include tenure, 
WGTB, Athletics, and ROTC. 

HOYA: How do you feel about three 
Separate Rank and Tenure Commit
tees one for each campus, in light of 
the recent allegations that sixteen 
faculty members on the Rank and 
Tenure Committee representing only 
sixteen departments in the University 
cannot properly evaluate tenure 
candidate's. 

HEALY: We II, that really will de
pend on the three campuses. At the 
moment, the three campuses have 
not asked for three separate Rank 
and Tenure Committees. I'm not 
certain ... in fact, I don't accept the 
allegation that a central tenure 
committee cannot function ... I'm 
not certain now that the system that 
we have doesn't work well enough. I 
am absoultely certain that there is no 
clear voice for the three campuses 
saying let's have three. And working 
on the old premises that "if it"isn't 
broke don't fix it" if this system is 
satisfactory to' tenured faculty on 
the three campuses, then I think we 
ought to leave the system alone. 

HOYA: With recommendations for 
several tenure candidates coming up 
for your approval or rejection, what 
relative weight do you place on the 
departmental recommendation as op
posed to the Rank & Tenure 
Committee's recommendation, speci· 
fically in the instance of the two 
recommendations being different? 

HEALY: That would depend on the 
individual case ... there's no rule of 
thumb. On the whole, I'm very 
swayed by the University Rank and 
Tenure Committee. I would almost 
certainly rank them as principals 
simply because they are disinterest
ed, they are diverse: .. The more 
disinterested and detached the body 
making the judgment like a jury, 
probably the better the judgment. 
There are no hard and fast rules. 

HOYA: How do you feel about 
student representation on the com· 
mittee. On the Business Department 
tenure eveluation committee there is 
a student representative, however 
that is the only department in which 
stUdents participate. 

HEALY: I think its best left for the 
sub-groups to decide. 

HOYA: And how about a stUdent on 
the University Rank and Tenure 
Committee? 

HEAL Y: If there were students all 
over the rest of the institution-yes, 
but otherwise, no. This is up to the 
faculty. What is at stake here is the 
faculty's livelihood, career and pro
fessional reputation. If they don't 
feel comfortable with students on 
the committee, I don't want to force 
the issue. 

HOYA: Turning to WGTB-Exactly 
what does the $80,000 budget you 
spoke of at the University Forum 
entail-is that the entire "communi· 
cations" department budget? 

HEALY: No. I think-well I'm not 
sure as I don't have the budget in 
front of me so I'm not sure of the 

exact figures, but as I remember it 
the budget was divided into two 
parts: the part given by the Univer
sity and the part raised by the station 
itself, and its own fundraising activi
ties. My memory at the moment .. I 
really don't have the sheet in front of 
me, the $80,000 figure involve 
putting together those two figures. 

HOYA: If the University of DC turns 
down the license, will you attempt to 
transfer it to a Spanish-speaking radio 
station sponsored by the Mchdiocese 
as reported in the Post? 

HEALY: First of all there is no 
evidence that the District of Colum
bia will turn it down. If it turns it 
down, I will enter into a further 

:.> negotiotion. I don't think at this .. g point I ought to say it will be X, Yor 
al Z, because this looks like I'm trying 
~ : to force or pressure the University of 
:fl DC and I don't want to do this. So 
~ really, no answer to that question is 

possible until I have a d"fir.itive 
::: answer from the University of DC. 
~ 
~ HOYA: Has your office received 
8 much reaction to your decision to 
.E transfer the licenses? 
,.g 

Healy on Tenure: "Working on the old premise that 'if it isn't broke don't 
fix it: if this system (tenure) is satisfactory, to tenured faculty on the 
. three campuses, then I think we ought to leave the system alone." 

c.. HEALY: Yes, we've had letters-we 
have had as much response from 
people who would like it as we've 

(Continued on page 71 
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Library Fund Drive Success 
by JUlie Gavdio 

Answering the pleas of the newly 
formed Library Development Pro· 
ject, D.C. businessmen have rallied to 
the side of Lauinger Library to the 
tune of approximately $-, according 
to .project founder Dave Kleinberg. 
The project, sponsored by faculty 
and students alike, is an offshoot of 
the Library Associates and the 
Development Office. 

Sam McClure, of the Development 
Office, described the campaign as 
being "very well organized." Stu· 
dents as well as faculty have 
contacted approximately 100 area 

business during the past several 
weeks, McClure said. Chaired by 
Kleinberg, with Suzie Corker as 
assistant chair, the pilot project will 
lead to a larger fundraising drive in 
the fall if successful. 

Over 70 volunteers are involved' in 
the project, divided into eight groups 
of students and faculty, Kleinberg 
said. Each group leader is responsible 
for arranging mee,tings with business 
leaders; about 25 meetings have been 
arranged so far. 

Herb Fockler, an assistant to 
Librarian Joseph Jeffs, said he has 
had "exClellent conversations" with 

The Ad That Almost 
Closed The HOYA 

by Gregory Kitsock 
This is the second and concluding 

article on press censorship at George- ' 
town. 

The first abortion ad run in a 
student publication appeared in the 
HOY A in February 1971-for an 
abortion referral service in New 
York. "You're abortion is an opera· 
tion. YOU'll require all the rest, 
comfort and compassion you can 
get," read the ad, which also offered 
such fringe benefits as free limousine 
service to and from the clinic. 

The ad-which was run but 
once-apparently drew no response 
from then University President the 
Rev. Robert Henle, S.J., although a 
number of readers decried the ad as 
being in poor taste. 

The following year a similar ad 
was run in the Law Weekly for 
several consecutive weeks. It was 
eventually dropped, after Dr. Andre 
Hellegers of Georgetown's Kennedy 
Institute of Bioethics charged that 
the referral service was "sending 
clients to clinics that are overpriced 
and practice dangerous obstretrics." 

In September, 1973 The VOICE 
editorial board voted 7-4 to run an 
abortion ad for the Summit Medical 
Center Clinic at 2311 M Street. The 
decision -was made on First Amend
ment grounds-the majority of staff 
members were personally opposed to 
abortion. 

The appearance of the ad promp· 
ted Fr. Henle to write a letter callini 
the editorial decision, "immature, 
irresponsible and reprehensible" and 
to therefore to seek disciplinary 
action through the Publications Re
view Board. The VOICE dropped the 
ad, reporting in an editorial in their 
next issue that a high level admini· 
strator .'~had expressed the very .real 
possibility of the University shutting 
us down immediately." 

The issue lay dormant until last 
year. On Wednesday April 13, 1977 
HOYA editors making a routine 
check of the week's ad list dis· 
covered that the business staff, 
unaware of the VOICE incident 3 
years back, planned on running an ad 
for the Hillcrest abortion clinic. 

An editorial board meeting was 
hastily convened. The editorial board 
voted to run the ad, although most 
of them were personally opposed to 
aboard. 

Shortly after the issue appeared, 
SAC Director Jeff Fogelson con
tacted The HOY A and warned them 
about running the ad campaign. 

Fogelson's decision was eventually 
appealed to then Vice President for 
Student Development, Patricia RUe. 
ckel, who said she WOUldn't prevent 
The HOY A from running the ad but 
would lodge a complaint with the 
Publications Review Board .. 

The HOY A editorial board voted 
to run the ad again their next issue, 
the last of the semester. On the day 
they were to come out, however, they 
received a letter from the Rev. 
Timothy Healy S.J. threatening to 
cut off all University funds from the 
HOY A if they insisted on running 
the ad. Graftec, the HOYA's com· 
poser, was informed that the Univer
sity would cease all business with 
them if they allowed the HOYA to 
run the ad. 

HOY A editors contacted Washing
ton attorney Roy Lucas with the 
intention of sueing the University for 
breach of contract. They cited the 
GU Compilation of Policies and 
Procedures Relative to the Under
graduate Stud~nt Body, "The stu
dent press is free of censorship and 
advance approval of copy, its editors 
and editorial boards are free to 
develop their own editorial policies 
and news coverage. They are protect
ed from arb,itrary sanctions and their 
enforcement because of student, 
administrative or public disapproval 
of editorial policy or content." 

During the summer, however, 
Healy informed SG that if the HOY A 
pursued their course, he would alter 
the University's policy statement to 
specifically forbidding abortion ads. 
At this point the editors and their 
attorney decided to. drop the suit. 

The PALESTINE HUMAN 
RIGHTS CAMPAIGN will hold 
a NATIONAL CONFERENCE: 
PALESTINIAN HUMAN RIGHTS 
AND PEACE on May 20-21, 
1978 at the American 
University·Word Bldg .• 
Washington, D.C. 
Further information: 
Palestine Human Rights 
Campaign 
1322 18th St .. N.W. 
Woshington. D.C. 20036 
(202) 296-5089 
Pre-registration requested: 
510. 

TheKind 
Of HotelYour· 
.~~~~\\buld 

That's a tlery special rate, Thu.rsday 
~hTOugh Sunday, double occupancy, for 
University guests only. 

The perfect suggestion to make 
when your parents are mllking plans to 
visit. 

And we 'II do more than put them 
up lOT the night. . . ' 

We 'tie got afine restaurant, live 
entertainment for daJJcing if they're so 
inclined, and the coriest, quietest, most 
intimate cocktail lounge you 'tie ever s.een .. 

All right across Key Bridge fTom 
GeOT~etown. 

1/ this sounds like the kind .0/ 
arrangement :you and your parents could 
live with, give us i!\ a call at 
(703) 841-9595. ~ 

ARUI\JGlDN HYAlT HOUSE 
132 5 Wilson Boulevard. R(lSsiyn. Virgini<l. 

the various business and that the 
project has been "well received." 

Project workers visiting area busi· 
nesses have distributed information 
about the University and its library, 
and the economic .impact of G.U. 
patronage on area businesses, accord
ing to Kleinberg. 

Kleinberg said he was "very 
pleased with the student participa
tion," and added that everyone 
involved has "learned an awful lot 
from the project." Fockler said he 
believes that the project will help 
establish a mutually beneficial rela
tionship between the University and 
the area businesses. He said that 
contributors are able to take advant· 
age of library services and will be 
acknowledged as library donors in 
University pUblications. Books and 
journals have been received in addi
tion monetary gifts. A business may 
select the type of publication to be 
purchased with its gift, depending on 
the firms particular interest, Fockler 
said. 

The library is currently engaging in a fund-raising drive to raise money from area businesses. 

Kissinger Lecture: Defends 
Nixon-Ford Rights Record 

The following are excerpts from 
Henry Kissinger's Interdependence 
Seminar held last May 8. A pre
viously unavailable videotape of the 
event, borrowed by Kissinger last 

Kelley Faces SLL 
Faculty at Forum 

by Gregory Kitsock . 

May, Was recently returned to the 
library and is now availalbe to all 
students. 

On Human Rights: "It is not true 
that human rights were suddenly 
invented by this (the Carter) admini
stration. If you look at results rather 
than rhetoric, we increased emigra
tion from the Soviet Union from 500 
to 38,000 a month until the Jackson 
amendment came along. Solzentsin 
and the Lithuanian defector taken 
off a Coast Guard ship were released 
as a result of our inventions. The 
question is a question of tactics: 

about with the Soviet Union-'-my 
impression is even epole people in 
the government can't ind out. I -don't 
quarrel with it. .. diplomacy must 
have an essentially 'confidentialele
ment in it." 

"Space is our biggest problem-we 
have to turn away outside funds for 
new academic programs because we 
have no place to put the people," 
said Academic Vice.President the 
Rev. Aloysius Kelley S.J. at an SLL 
Faculty Forum last Friday. 

Center and a $3 million low interest 
long-term loan. Georgetown will have 
to raise an additional $2 million 'on 
its own for the project. Kelley said 
however, that the fund-raising com
mittee for the Center will try to raise 
$1-2 million above and beyond this 

. figure for maintenance costs and 
paying off the debt. University 
fundraisers, he noted, have targeted 
several possible donors, but he did 
not ll~ention any names. 

Whether you do it by verbal 
confrontations or ... by quiet diplo
macy." 

"I don't think the human rights 
policy of this administration has yet 
been finally articulated. I've noticed 
that the assaults on the Soviet UNion 
have declined-in fact, they no longer 
take place at all. So we have to see 
how it develops before we can make 
a final judgement." 

On Intervensionism: "Foreign Pol
icy by its nature' has an interven
tionist element because you're trying 
to affect what other ccountries 00, in 
your own national interest. You-can 
do it by persuasion, by incentive or 
by pressur. Ideally you do it· by 
creating a community of in
terest ... (But) it would be naive to 
pretend this is what always hap· 
pens." 

On Ethics and Foreign Poiicy: 
"The first goal of any Secretary of 
State is to contribute to the survival 
of the United, States and the free 
peoples tha depend on us. We can be 
extremely moral, but if WE're not 
around to exercise our values they 
don't mean very much ... " .. '. 

On the Sale' of Arms .to . Iran: 

Kelley said the proposed Inter
cultural Centet would be a "quantum 
leap forward," but added that even 
at the $10 million- price tag it would 
replace "only a quarter of what we 
now do on the East Campus." 

Kelley spoke for 15 minutes, 
during which he reaffirmed the 
University's commitment to tenure 
and discussed how salary increases 
will be awarded on the basis of merit 
evaluations. 

On the subject of GU's language 
PhD programs (which recently have 
been criticized for high costs and low 
enrollemnt) Kelley said there were 
no concrete plans to abolish any 
thing at the moment. 

On Charges of Conducting Secret 
Diplomacy: "I believe the basic goals 
and strategies of government must be 
explained to the American people 
and I made a major effort to do so. It 
is arguable whether I did more than 
what's been done since. What is more 
problematical is whether every tacti
cal move ought to be explained while 
it is being made." 

"Iran is geopolitically of the greatest 
importance to the United States. By 
the standards of the neighboring 
countries ... I think there is some· 
thing indecent the way we're kidding 
around the Iranians in the media 
when on every critical issue Iran has 
supported the United States." 

He spend the next 45 minutes 
fielding questions from the audience 
on the Intercultural Center, the 
graduate school language programs 
and the ifnancial situation of the 
Main Campus. 

He continued however, "The Main 
Campus can't continue to generate 
deficits. We have to use our limited 
resources to as high a degree as 
possible. " 

Briefly mentioning Ken Knisely's 
proposal for a tuition rebate, Kelley 
commented, "It's difficult to believe 
anyone could have seriously suggest
ed it. It's part of the rites of spring, I 
guess." 

. "The essence of good diplomacy 
is to bring about a situation in which 
everybody feels he's won. It is 
undesirable to create a checklist on 
the basis of which you can 'tell who 
makes what concessions." 

lVloSt of the arms the Shah is 
buying can't be used to repress the 
population. You don't use F·14 
airplanes to repress the popula
tion ... (They will be used to defend) 
the 600 mile frontier Iran haS-With 
the Soviet Union and the I aon't 
know how many miles with Iraq, 
which is supported by the Soviet 
Union.' 

The University has received a $5 
million federal grant toward the 
construction of the Intercultural 

"Since the debacle in Moscow on 
SALT negotiations (last year) you 

·can't find out what's being talked 

,_.::,. .,~ f~ ", /;:~ ~~'T:~ ;~~~\ ~ ~~ 

CUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM'GENERAl MOTORS 

BOW TO REDUCE RUST 

/ 

YOU MAY BE WASHING THE WRONG SIDE OF YOUR CAR. 

Spring is a perfect time 
to do something about rust. 

Rusting is a year-round 
problem, and corrosive con
ditions have become a lot 
worse in the last five years. 

If you live where salt is 
used to melt ice on the roads, 
that is speeding up corrosion 
on your car. If you live in the 
country, it's the calcium 
chloride that's spread on dirt 
roads to hold down dust. 
And corrosive chemicals in 
the air are causing rust in 
every part of America. 

We're doing something 
to help prevent rust on the 
new cars we're building. 
Meanwhile, you c-an do 
something about reducing 
rust on your car. 

It's important to wash your 
car often. Use a mild soap 
and lukewarm or cold water. 

Please don't neglect 
the underside of your car. 
The worst rusting happens 
from the inside out. That's 

because salt, slush, and 
even mud tend to collect in 
the crevices underneath the 
car, in the door creases, and 
inside the fenders: Moisture 
gets trapped in those places 
and causes rust. So try to 
wash the underside of your 
car, too. In winter, if you can, 
and at the first opportunity 
in spring. Even if it's only a 
few times a year, that would 
help some. 

If your car gets dented, 
scratched, or chipped, try 
to get it repaired as soon 
as possible. Even a "small" 
scratch is bad. Because once 
a car starts to rust, the dam· 
age spreads fast. The paint 
around a dent or scratch can 
look okay, but rust is spread
ing underneath. In the long 
run, it's cheaper to fix the 
car right away. 

A lot of people think that 
parking a car in a heated 
garage during the winter 
will help prevent rust. But 
it's just the opposite. Cold 
slows down the rusting pro
cess, as it does most chern· 
ical reactions. 

We're doing more now to 
protect GM cars from rust. 
For one thing, we're using 
more rust-resistant mate
rials, including different 
types of zinc-coated steel, in 
places where rust usually oc
curs. Also, our new paint 
primers and the way we 
apply them are designed to 
provide a thorough finish, 
even on some parts of the 
car you can't see. 

Our goal is to protect 
your car sothat it lasts 
longer and gives you the 
most value. And fighting 
rust helps. 

This advertisement is part of 
our continui11f{ effort to give cus
tomers useful tnformation about 
their cars and tmcks and the 
company that builds them. 

General Motors 
People building transportation 

to serve people 



Plans to Drop Henle R 0 
Sparks Council Concern 

by Mary Cowbey 
The undetermined status of the 

Henle . Village resident director's 
position fot the coming year is 
stlning controversy among student 
village officers and residence life 
officials. 

Heather Hippsley and Emily Gold, 
co-chairpersons of the Henle Student 
Village Council, have voiced concern 
over rumours that the position may 
be eliminated. They presented several 
alternate proposals to the Dean of 
Residence Life, Tom Ritz, last week. 

tended as a reason for these sugges· 
tions the need for a separate RD to 
solve the "unique problems· a 
different housing alternative such as 
Henle presents_ We hope that our 
experience will be used as a mode~ 
for the new complex over near New 
South." 

The Office of Residence Life is 
currently reviewing several proposals 
while awaiting further input from the 
othel:' campus RD's and the resident 
Jesuits in Henleville, among 
others according to RL officials. A 
final decision on the status of the job 
will not be made for at least one 
more week, they said. 

A major complaint of the council 
revolves around their argument that 
they will be paying higher rent next 
year but receiving less convenient 
services. "We feel that for the price 
paid we should be receiving campus 
benefits. The University should pro
vide on-campus services and program
ming for Village members," said 
Hippsley. "The Residence Life solu
tion is almost to ignore it as a 
different housing alternative." 

Ellsworth Bunker received Georgetown's Jit Trainor Award at a ceremony 
on Monday_ photo by Zac Casey 

Recommendations' from oppo· 
nents of the elimination ranged from 
instituting a part·time director's posl: 
tion for one or two graduate 
students, to' the retention of only a 
hotel-type manager with no program
ming responsibilities. Also under 
consideration by Residence Life is a 
plan to close the Henle Village 
Residence Hall Office and refer 
Henle residents to the Darnall/St. 
Mary's RHO. 

Press Panel Final Report Gets' 
Mixed ReviewsfromAdmin. 

Another possibility suggested by 
the Council, which first examined 
the issue six weeks ago, is the 
retention of a single full-time staff 
person to deal with administrative 
service, . and programming responsi
bilities. Hippsley and Gold con-

by Chuck Arian and Mike Marecki 
Dean of Student Affairs William 

Stott has recommended that HOY A 
and Voice editors not receive tuition 
credit for their services. The Task 
Force on Campus Newspapers had 
recommended that the Editor
-in-Chief and Managing editor of each 
campus newspaper receive a credit 
"equivalent to· the cost of two 
three·credit courses" each year. 

However,. Stott's recommenda· 
tions to Academic V.P. the Rev. 

Aloysius Kelly says that Stott sees 
"two problems with the recommen· 
dation one pragmatic and the other 
philosophical." He said that Student 
-Affairs does not have enough money 
to pay for the tuition credits, and 
that he "WOUld feel obliged to 
consider similar requests from other 
student organizations whose officers 
work as long and as hard." 

Stott's report adds that if the 
Senate decides to fund tuition credits 
for newspaper editors, they should 

"Hot Fun in the Summertime" 

Winecoolers 

Darnall Cafeteria 
Saturday, April 29th 

9:00 P.M. - ?? 

$1.00 cover 

SOc Beer 

.. DANCING - ,,' -~, , ... ' ..... .' - " -

Sponsored by 
Benjamin Banneker Scholarship Fund 

SOc 

"consider the effect such an action 
would have on other stUdent 
acti vi ti es. " 

Although editors will not receive 
any monetary benefits, advertising 
staffers will be paid a commission if 
Stott's recommendations are fol
lowed. The original Task Force 
report stated that "selling ads, 
getting contracts designed and ulti· 
mately collecting the ad revenue are 
not glamorous jobs... it was felt 
that the experience gained was not 
reward enough." The Task Force 
recommended that ad staffers be 
awarded commissions for their work. 

Stott said that "this recommen· 
dation is a sound one." He com· 
mented "I suggest that the guidelines 
(for commiSSions) be written with 
controls assuring that payment is 
received only for that work which is 
successfully completed." 

The Task Force made a recom· 
mendation that the SAC increase the 
funding of the newspapers, with the 
professed ·goal of only 15% of the 
costs to be covered by ads. The 
current rate is 66% ad funding_ The 
panel had suggested that the move 
would allow staffers to concentrate 
on writing and not revenue gathering. 

Stott stated that the current 
Student Activities budget would not 
allow for any increase infunding. 1\'e 
said that. "the SAC may wish to 
re·examine the necessity and desire· 
ability of retaining two campus 
newspapers. If there still appears to 
be a desire to retain both papers, 
then the SAC must accept the fis· 
cal realiJies of doing so." 

THE STROH BREWERY COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN © 1978 

"For the last time, Charlie: Stay out 0/ my Stroh's!" 

3'~ 
For the real beer lover. 
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,News Briefs 

Maryland: Marxist 
Poli-Sci Chairman 7 

The appointment of Marxist pro
fessor Dr. Bert Tellolman to the 
chairmanship of the Government 
Department of the University of 
Maryland has met with opposition 
from Acting Governor of Maryland 
Blair Lee. 

According to News Editor of the 
University of Maryland Campus pa· 
per the Diamondback Kevin Thomas, 
the recommendation of University 
Chancellor Robert Gluckstein to 
appoint Tellolman has drawn fire 
from "at least one board of trustees 
member and several unnamed govern
ment department faculty members." 

However, Thomas stated that the 
chances are likely for UM's President 
to approve the nomination. 

Telloman is currently an associate 
professor at New York University. 

Herzberg Del ivers 
Lecture Series 

During the past three weeks, 
Graduate School Dean Donald Herz· 
berg delivered five Faust Lectures in 
Public Administration at the Univer
sity of Missouri. The topic of the 
soon to be published addresses was 
the role of the American political 
process in an age of scarcity. 

Herzberg explained that "our. 
political system is an accident of 
nature" since there was always a 

frontier to escape to or expand in .• 
The lectures centered on the pro
blems encountered when there is a 
limit to the space and resources 
available. The Dean's conclusions 
were that America must look toward 
its political parties for strength, as 
they are the "institutional vehicles" 
for the development of the political 
process in this age. 

In honor of the Faust series and 
Herzberg's appearance the Missouri 
State Senate passed a resolution 
stating its appreciation for his pre· 
sence and welcoming him to the 
state. 

Solar Proponents to 
Hold Sun Day 

Sun Day, a program to promote 
solar energy, will be held from 5 a.m. 
to 7:30 p.m. on May 3rd on the 
National Mall. 

The program will include a sunrise 
service at the Lincoln Memorial, 
speeches by Ralph Nader and Amory 
Lovins, music performed by local 
folk. bluegrass and jazz musicians 
and a concert by Jackson Browne. 

However, Georgetown spokes
woman for the project Ginger Wil· 
liams commented, "The idea of the 
concert is to inform people about 
solar energy not just to hear Jackson 
Browne." 

Kissinger:Fall Course Planned 
by Gregory Kitsock 

Chances are good University Pro· 
fessor of Diplomacy Henry Kissinger 
will continue his academic duties at 
Georgetown next year, SFS Dean 
Peter Krogh has aannounced. 

Krogh said Kissinger and the 
Foreign Service SchOol are discussing 
the possibility of a course for the fall 
semester. Kissinger, Krogh reported, 
wants the course to have a greater 
enrollment than his present one. 

Approximately, twenty·six stu· 
dents are enrolled in the "Case 
STStudies in American Diplomacy" 
course that Kissinger is teaching this 

· semester. '. 
· Krogh' was' unable fo commerit 
: whetbef ·'th~. former Secretary o~f 
· State ,;'ould give any lectures on 
campus next semester. 

Kissinger's most recent appear· 
ance on campus was at the first 
annual Jit Trainor Award Ceremonies 
on Monday. The award, named after 

a long·time administrator of the 
Foreign Service School, was pre· 
sented to US Ambassador·at-large 
Ellsworth Bunker. 

Reffering to Bunker's tenure as 
ambassador to South Vietnam and 
his later role in the Panama Canal 
treaty negotiations, Kissinger said: 

"It was Ellsworth Bunker's reo 
sponsibility to represent the United 
States at a time when it had to be 
shown that some principles cannot 
be given up regardless of popular 
passions. 

He continued: "Later, he repre· 
sented the United States 
at a time when it had to be shown 
that some positions must be given up 
regardless of popular passions .... 

"He proved' _, the fundamental 
values of this country transcend the 
emotions of the moment. History 
will prove he was right, and he will 
receive the popular acclaim he missed 
out on now and then." 

THE LOWEST AIRFARES 
TO EUROPE 

FROM: Washington, D.C. to London: 
From only $283 round trip. 

TO AMSTERDAM & BRUSSELS 
from $328 round trip. 

CALL NOW 466-7900 
International Study Travel Center 

We specialize in low·cost trips to Europe. 
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Silver Spring. Md. 
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editolials 
A Pressing Need 

Defending the press ban on the Kissinger 
seminars last semester, SFS Dean Peter Krogh 
has argued that Kissinger can be more candid 
if the affair is kept private. 

Conjuring up images of flashbulbs explod
ing and reporters elbowing students to get in 
their own questions, the dean has claimed 
that the presence of the media would turn an 
academic event into a press conference (or 
into a "circus, as one eSIS official phrased it 
last semester). 

The contention that the presence of a 
HOY A or Voice reporters would somehow 
mar the scholarly character of the event is 
absurd. Did the presence of reporters at the 
Anne Armstrong lecture series turn the affair 

'into a press conference? Does our coverage of 
the MCFC's deliberations and the SLL 
Faculty Forums turn those events to circuses? 

Large numbers of reporters might be 
undesirable, but the national media does not 
seem to be beating on Krogh's dOOf 
demanding entrance to the scminars. Even so, 
there is no reason why an exception could not 

be made for the campus media. Kissinger is 
supposed to be a University professor, and 
prf'ss coverage of his talks would enable a 
much greater portion of the University 
community to "take advantage of the 
Kissinger experience." 

This leads us to another issue. Krogh and 
Healy anchor their defense of the Kissinger 
appointment on the cornerstone of academic 
freedom. "The 'moral grounds' for the 
Kissinger appointment," Dcan Krogh writes, 
"reside in the commitment to having Dr. 
Kissinger's own ideas on morality, along with 
those of others, expressed and discussed on 
this campus." 

But how can Kissinger's views on morality 
or on anything else bc discussed when only a 
handful of students are admitted to his 
lectures and those few are requested by the 
SFS Dean to be discrete? The idea of the 
University as a forum for divcrse viewpoints is' 
a double-edged sword, Dean Krogh. If we do 
not deny Kissinger the right to speak his 
mind, we should not be denied the right to 
hear and evaluate his views. 

-
~PRE$S 

ADM l"T"r£D 

Working It Out 
While the academic year 1977-78 cannot 

accurately be described as one of great 
political unrest at GU, students were probably 
more vocal in their oppositions to certain 
university policies and actions and more 
diligent in their strides to enhance the student 
body input into university policy making. 

There have been several measures which 
students have undertaken which have been 
effective and in which the students' voice has 
been heard by the University. 

For one, the student senate actions last 
semester in regard to the CIA were acted 
upon by Vice President for Academic Affairs, 
Fr. Kelley, and a committee was formed of 
faculty, administrators and students to 
investigate the issue. 

Likewise the concern of several students 
over their University's investments in cor
porations with South African holdings acti
vated a previously "unknown" committee to 
evaluate these securities. 

However, the year also saw certain 
administrators remaining intractible in other 
matters. The most outstanding example of 

this came with the announcement of the 
proposed transfcr of the WGTB license, with 
neither the consultation of thc station itself 
nor the university community. In fact only 
people consulted were the Executive Vice 
Presidents. Other examples of blatant neglect 
of student wishes abound, and have been 
frequently harped on by the student govern
ment and student press. 

However, if we carefully evaluate the 
effectiveness of this year's student concerns 
and how they have been presented to the 
administration, ,two points would seem to 
emerge: firstly, that the best approach is a 
unified approach. We've raised many good 
points. But bickering between ourselves only 
causes division. Secondly, we have been shot 
down too many times because of the 
presentation of our ideas, such as calling in 
the outside media. 

GU's history well illustrates that politics of 
confrontations arc not always the most 
effective_ Rather, we must learn to work 
effectively wi thin the existing structure, while 
still striving for changes. 
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lettels 
SFS Ball: Diplomatic? 

To the Editor: 
Last Friday joined several 

hundred others in dressing up and 
attending the Foreign Service BalL 
Having been there before, it has been 
my experience to notice that regard
less of the ticket prices and bad food, 
people generally enjoy themselves at 
this event enough to ignore the 
inconvenience or problems con
nected with it. The same I must 

confess would usually be true of 
myself, but unfortunately in this 
instance that is not the case. 

Being a native barn American, and 
the son of a career U.S. diplomat, I 
found myself without an expIation 
to my African friends why most of 
the wst European diplomatic corps as 
well as most of the middle Eastern 
Ambassador, and. even the Ambas
sodor of Australia were the hosts/ 

Arab Funding Separate 
Dear Sir: 

Chris Ringwald's column "As I 
See It" (The Hoya, 21 April) 
contains a good deal of confusion 
regarding the history and the goals of 
the Center for Contemporary Arab 
Studies (CCAS). Please allow me to 
correct for your readers at least that 
part which refers to a grant from the 
Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, as I administer the grant 
in question. 

The column states that CCAS was 
"established with the help of an 
HEW grant approved originally for a 
'Near East Studi"s Program' ". This 
statement is quite inaccurate. (Dates 
alone make this obvious: CCAS was 
established in September 1975, and 
the HEW grant was not reawarded 
for the spring of the following year.) 
The HEW grant was awarded for the 
purpose of supporting the program 
of the Near East Language and Area 
Center (NELAC), a joint undertaking 
of Georgetown and the School of 
Advanced International Studies of 
The Johns Hopkins University. 
NELAC's academic program consists 
of all Georgetown and SAIS courses 
which deal with the many countries 
and peoples of the Middle East and 

North Africa: language courses 
(Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, and Tur
kish), courses in economics, govern
ment, history, international affairs, 
and sociology; and theology courses 
(on Christianity, Judaism, and 
Islam). One HEW grant was awarded 
for 1976-77, and another for 
1977-78. During the current year 
funds from this grant are paying for: 
(1) a small part of our Arabic 
instruction, (2) all of our Hebrew 
and Turkish instruction, (3) part of 
the sociology courses dealing with 
the Arab world, and (4) secretarial 
assistance_ The HEW grant is made 
for specific purposes and on the basis 
of a detailed budget which forms 
part of the proposal. Georgetown, 
with SAIS, is one of the twelve 
universities currently receiving this 
kind of grant from HEW for Near 
Eastern Studies_ 

Naturally, NELAC and CCAS 
have many interests in common, and 
cooperate in various activities, but 
the sources of outside funding for 
the two Centers are entirely separate. 
, Your very truly, 

Wallace M. Erwin 
Director, Near East Language and 

Area Center 

patrons of the ball with the exclusion 
of even one black African Ambas
sador. Is it perhaps that we could not 
find one to attend? 

I was also at a loss to explain to 
some of the Muslim Students and 
non drinkers in attendance why'there 
were no non alcholic beverages at the 
ball. Those people paid $25 to drink 
water from the water fountain if 
they were lucky enough to notice ft 
outside of the restrooms. Perhaps 
there was a shortage of non alcoholic 
beverages for less than $25. 

At this point I must admit that 
myself and other black students must 
share the blame for not ansering the 
call for volun teers to assist the 
committee which organized the 
event. I hope that this will be 
changed in the future. I cannot help 
but be dissapointed in the Dean's 
office however. I assume that stu
dents in conSUltation with the Dean's 
office or Faculty organized the ball. 
If this is so how could the dean's 
office fail to point out the exclusion 
of African representation which may 
seem insignificant to some but 
blatant to others? I may add that 
diplomacy involves such thought 
fullness even for the most insigni
ficant (seemingly) of states. 

In conclusion, the only answer I 
could come up with was that this 
occurence just exemplifies the ama
teurish, but fashionable, attempt of 
the School of Foreign Service to pass 
itself off as the closest academic 
equivilant of the professional diplo
matic Corps. Perhaps the repercus
sions of President Carter's trip to 
Poland are just being felt. If appears 
that the SFS has taken such poor 
planning for the rule rather than the 
exception. 

Ken Brown 
'SFS 78' 

Special Area Studies Programs 
To the Editor: 

I would like to respond to an 
editorial letter by a member of your 
staff in your April 21, 1978 issue. 
The article was appropriately titled 
"A laughing Stock?" 

At first I was struck by the 
possibility that the author intended 
to criticize all of Georgetown's 
special area studies programs, and 
perhaps all such programs elsewhere. 
He began by criticizing one program 
in particular; the Arab studies pro
gram offered by the "Center for 
Contemporary Arab StUdies." He 
offered two premises for his criticism 

Perhaps of greater import here is 
the issue of impartiality. Why did the 
author choose only to single out the 
Arab program alone of all the ones 

, that exist? Why did he not think to 
criticize the funding. sources of the· 
German Studies program here, or of, 
the many universities . who accept 
funding from proclaimed pro-Israeli 
lobby groups to set up the many 
study centers across the U.S. devoted 
specifically to Hebrew Studeis? How 
"balanced" would Mr. Ringwald 
assess these pl'Ograms to be based on 
his own 'criteria? 

As to his second criterion for 
criticism, that is the concentration of 

the program on only one na
tional-ethnic group, I am compelled 
to ask why he did not criticize the 
other programs of special area studies 
which could then be more "ba
lanced" ,Ali he would see it,~Why not 
th,en:include Arab studies along with . 
Hebrew:, Hindu, Chinese 1lP.!i Japa
nese studies in a broad program to be 
known as "Asian Studies." Are they 
all not located in Asia? 

His attack on special area studies 
because of their "limited scope" is an 
attitude that has long been rejected 
by the academic world. 

Kevin DeVany 
Student o The possibibity that outside 

sources of funding may compromise 
the academic integrity of such a 
program. 

• That the Arab studies program 
(and presumably all other special 
area studies) are academically invalid 
because they are not "broad in their 
view," and therefore lack academic 
objectivity and integrity. 

To GUNS Defense 

The author's interest in academic 
integrity and objectivity is to be 
lauded. However, it appears that 
either the author was very poorly 
researched in his attack on academic 
injustice, or he had some other 
motive for attacking the C.C_AS. 

As to his criticism of outside 
funding, h, bows no awareness of 
the reality the financial status of 
special p!'ogralUs at all universities, 
especially private ones. This is a long 
established practice whose under-

'lying principle has always been the 
furthering of academic progress in 
special areas. A further implicit 
premise has always been understood; 
The provider can not expect to 
dictate the academic policies for, the 
program that his funding enables to 
operate. 

If the author had any information' 
that this prinCiple had been violated, 
then why did he not bring forth 
evidence to the point? If he had doen 
some research into the issue, he 
could not have come up with the 
empty accusations that were printed. 
The use of a campus newspaper to 
become a forum for this type of 
unsubstantiated accusation against an 
academic program should not be 
tolerated_ As a member of the 
student body, I only hope that you 
allow his thoughtless accusations to 
be answered. Academic freedom is a 
definite issue here. 

'bllnge, 

Dear Sirs: 
This letter IS III response to the 

purpose of the highly ambiguous 
article concerning the degree of 
selectivity in accepting applicants 
into the Georgetown School of 
Nursing, which appeared in the April 
21st issue of The Hoya, I have been 
speculating on the possible reasoning 
that was used to rationalize publish
ing an editorial on the front page of a 
newspaper. I use the word editorial 
to emphasize the fact that the 
innuendos that were brought forth 
concerning the abilities of George
town Nursing students are entirely 
subjective. 

If the purpose of the article was 
to imply that the standards for 
admission make nursing students less 
qualified to become Georgetown 
students, then the purpose was 
achieved. This article only furthers 
the sterotype of the "dumb" nursing 
student. The quote "Motivation can't 
be measured quantitively, and that it 
can overcome other factors, ... " 
was very effective in implying that 
nursing students try hard despite 
their deficiency in other attributes 
that a Georgetown student is en
dowed with. 

NurSing students are intelligent, 
competent, and qualified, as are all 
Georgetown students. 

Sincerely, 
Elise Gimlin 

Nursing Academic Council 
Class of 1980 
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To the Editor: 
Yet again does the nursing school 

have to defend its presence on 
campus, In the article in last week's 
HOY A, the small pool of applicants 
to the Nursing School and their 
quality was cited. What this article 
failed to mention is that while 
freshman applications are declining, 
transfer applications are steadily 
increasing in both quantity and 
quality. The contending factor is that 
the nursing school cannot support its 
operation with less than four years 
tuition money from all of its 
graduates. 

In addition to trying to succeed in 
the same academic atmosphere as 
other GU students, nursing students 
must also contend with biased 
stereotypes still prevalent. We hope 
that money and prestige are not the 
only 'payoffs' Georgetown has to 
offer. 

C. Coan N'79 
N. Docktor N'79 
E. Warnock N'79 

It has come to our attention 
that the HOYA has been using Ye 
Domesday Booke photographs 
without properly attributing them 
to yearbook staffers_ We would 
like to thank Ye Domesday Booke 
for the use of its photographs and 
apologize to its photographers for 
our oversight. 

\NELL, IF NOTHING t=.LSE, 
SENIORS J (ljE£~/S AlWA'l5 
A JoB IN CoNSTt:WCTION! 



QUESTioNiNG KissiNGER. • • 
; This past Monday night, I watch

ed the televised game between the 
Kansas City Royals and my home· 
town team" the Texas Rangers, while 
I simultaneously attempted to write 
my final column for The HOY A. The 
Rangers blew a four·run lead to lose 
8·6, and my column was not coming 
along much better. I had just given 
up for the night when Betsy Ash'ton 
appeared on the screen to give the 
plug for the late news. "Willie Lanier 
traded to Baltimore, a policeman 
shot in Northeast, and Henry Kissin
ger at_ Georgetown. The news is 
next!" 

News indeed. Eight months after 
taking up his position, Henry still 
makes the news by showing up. Of 
course, almost every article I have 
seen in a national magazine or major 
newspaper mentions Kissinger's post 
at GU as an advisory role, if it is 
mentioned at all. One begins to 
wonder, given the growing reputation 
of Georgetown Center for Strategic 
and International Studies (CSIS) 
without Kissinger, as a major conser· 
vative think.tank, whether or not 

Kissinger is worth the price. 
A troubling thought, but not 

enough to stretch into a column. 
Imagine my joy, then, when this 
week's Voice ran SUbstantial portions 
of a letter written by SFS Dean Peter 
Krogh defending Kissinger's appoint
ment. Not that I disagree with Dean 
Krogh's conclUSions, you see: it's just 
that he leaves a trail of specious 
reasoning on the way. 

First, Krogh denies any "special 
connection" between Kissinger and 
SFS. This is poppycock, and Krogh is 
put to the lie by the course schedUle 
for the spring. SFS students are the 
only undergraduates allowed to even 
attempt to register for Kissinger's 
course, thus excluding Government 
majors with concentrations in Inter
national Relations and Business Stu· 
dents majoring in International 
Management. Unquestionably, a spe· 
cial relationship exists. 

As to the SOAK portfoliO which 
alleges that Kissinger is a war 
criminal, Krogh wrote, "As polemi· 
cal literature it is of passing interest, 
as a research document it would 

receive a failing mark." This is true, 
and well said. But Krogh demon
strates that he does not see the 
implications of the inadequacy of the 
case against Kissinger in his closing 
paragraph, where he notes an "unbe
coming moral arrogance which as
serts that a minority of GU students 
and faculty members are ordained 
with a special insight into the moral 
conduct of public' affairs. _ . They 
assert a competence, indeed an 
omniSCience, in moral matters that is 
simply unacceptable." 

It is here that Krogh confuses two 
separate issues: is Kissinger immoral, 
and is he immoral enough to take the 
drastic step of academic banishment? 
Moreover, Krogh automatically as· 
sumes that a minority is wrong; this 
is quite democratic of him, but, as 
E.B. White knew, democracy some
times boils down to "the recurrent 
suspicion that more than half the 
people are right more than half the 
time." While Krogh aCCUses SOAK 
of moral arrogance, he asserts the 
moral arrogance of the majority, or 
even worse, the arrogance of a lack 

of moraiity. . 
Henry Kissinger is a controversial 

figure, 'and while Kissinger will 
certainly be judged by history, that 
does not exempt him from judgment 

'by his peers_ The university functions 
as a generator and conservator of 
knowledge. It is here that the ideas 
and actions of Henry Kissinger 
should be put to the acid test. If we 
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do not understand the Kissinger 
years, we will have learned nothing 
from his mistakes, and even less from 
his glory. 
Ken Hefertepe, who will be gradu
ated next month from the College, 
will be doing graduate work at the 
University of Texas in Austin this 
fall. 

• • • ANd ANSWERiNG his CRiTics 
Editor's note: The following is subject. have sought to secure. In doing so, I 
School of Foreign Service Dean ['eter The second paragraph of the may not have satisfied the press; but 
Krogh's response to the recent SOAK petition refers to the actions attri· I have never considered "press 
petition requesting reconsideration buted to Dr. Kissinger which repu· satisfaction" as part of my job 
of Dr. Henry Kissinger's appointment tedly caB into "question" his moral description as dean. 
as University Professor of Dipio- reputation. The actions cited are This same paragraph makes refer-
macy. themselves subjects of controversy ence to the fact that Dr. Kissinger is 
Dear Father Healy, over which reasonable men will doing much more than teaching at 

Thank you for sharing with me differ; several are candidates for Georgetown. This is true. His only 
the SOAK petition and attachments. serious historical study for which it obligation to us is to deliver occasional 
These have been a long time in will be helpful to have a central lectures and seminars and to assume 
comingJrom their authors and I glad participant in our midst. But beyond responsibility for his formal course. 
to finally have the opportunity to the undesirability and impossibility This he has been doing. In addition 
comment on something concrete. of the University reaching conclu· he has taken an interest in the 

sions on subjects which are in dispute School's programs in International 
For openers, let me say that the and not matters of fact, it is Business Diplomacy, and the Insti· 

assertions and actions of SOAK, their inevitable that a major statesman tute for the Study of Diplomacy. 
disclaimers notwithstanding, do have with significant public responsi- making helpful contributions to the 
the potential of threatening academic bilities over an eight year period School's development which are 
freedom at Georgetown. I believe would be susceptible to criticism by beyond what is formally required of 
this is a serious issue deserving of the some faction on moral grounds. In him. With respect to Dr. Kissinger's 
attention of the University's highest fact if any such person did not find commitment to "scholarly pursuits" 
academic official. I therefore hope himself susceptible, it would raise suffice it to say that he is spending 
that'y'ou will address thi&<juestion in 'questions' about whether he had been the majority of his time writing a 
your ~~esponse to SOAK leaving ,to ' asleep'o~ the'job. ,'" . book. 
'me the response to the less porte,n- The third paragraph deals with Dr. In conclusion, the petition chal-
tious details of their positions. Kissinger's professorial performance lenges the University's action in 

The first paragraph of the petition 
asks for an explanation of "the 
special connection" that exists be
tween Dr. Kissinger and the School 
of Foreign Service. There is no 

. so-called "special connection." Dr. 
Kissinger has been appointed by 
appropriate authority, as faculty 
member of the University responsible 
for giving occasional lectures and 
seminars as well as one formal 
course. He receives a salary, teaches 
students and is helpful in responding 
to the needs of the University for 
periodic advice and assistance. This 
does not constitute a "special con
nection" but rather a straight for
ward, mutually benefiCial faculty 
appointment. 

Further in the first paragraph, the 
petition requests a review of the 
"moral grounds" for the appoint
ment of Dr. Kissinger. It is my 
understanding that the responsibility 
of ,the University when it comes to 
teaching morals is to cultivate' on 
campus an environment in which the 
normative dimensions of issues will 
be explored from diverse points of 
view. I am speaking here only of the 
teaching that takes place in the 
University's classrooms. These points 
of view are expressed by faculty 
whose qualifications stem from their 
scholarly and professional attain
ments rather than from their designa
tion by university authorities as 
being guardians of public virtue or 
crusaders for particular moral beliefs_ 
Simply put, the "moral grounds" for 
the Kissinger appointment reside in 
the commitment to having Dr. 
Kissinger's own ideas on morality, 
along with others, expressed and 
discussed on this campus. I am 
pleased to note that Dr. Kissinger's 
first major lecture following his 
appointment at Georgetown dealt 
with the question of morality and 
foreign policy and that his subse
quent lectures and seminars have 
frequently dealt with this important 

and alludes to "an aura of secrecy honoring Dr. Kissinger with a Univer
and intrigue, compromising the spirit sity Professorship claiming that his 

of an open academic environment." 
There are many meanings to the 
word openness and many ways to 
achieve it. One meaning would be the 
openness (i.e. the candor) of discus· 
sion within the' classroom and one 
way to achieve that is to take 
measures to assure that Dr. Kissin
ger's relationship with his students is 
not abridged by the presence of 
press. Given Dr. Kissinger's privileged 
knowledge. of world affairs, his high 
public position and his own laudable 
desire to avoid complicating the 
conduct of foreign policy by the 
current administration, it is entirely 
understandable that he would be 
more open with the students if his 
sessions with them were not in the 
nature of press conferences. For my 
part, I consider that my responsbility 
flows both to Dr. Kissinger and to 
the stUdents. In the case of both, 
their usefulness to one another is 
maximized by an environment in 
which Dr. Kissinger feels free to 
speak as openly to the students as 
possible. This is the environment I 

moral conduct "does not merit such 
an honor." In saying this, the 
petition structures its own meaning 
behind the title "University Profes
sor" and changes what is essentially a 
designation of the extent of au
thority into an honorific title. Some 
will argue that Dr. Kissinger's con
duct in office served the highest 
national interest and was of a high 
moral order; others will take and 
argue an opposite point of view. But 
between both sides, there can be no 
disagreement that Dr. Kissinger is 
widely regarded as a major statesman 
of our time, and, as such, is a unique 
resource for a University which 
houses the largest school of interna· 
tional relations in the country. 

With respect to the various attach
ments, they are too subjective and 
rambling for me to address coher. 
ently and in detail but several 
corrections of points with which I 
am familiar may be helpful: 

• The attachments refer to a 
video tape of one of Dr. Kissinger's 
lectures. Dr. Kissinger did not know 
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in advance of the lecture that it 
would be videotaped so, as a 
courtesy to him (which would be 
extended to any other guest lecturer 
in the same circumstances), we sent 
the videotape to his office for his 
review. It has since be returned to 
the library collection of the tapes in 
the Interdependence Lecture Series. 

Finally, the so-called "Research 
Folio" on Kissinger does not impress 
me as an objective academic study of 
actions taken during Dr. Kissinger's 
tenure in public office. It is a highly 
selective, pseudo-legal statement 
which seeks to document a point of 
view. As polemical literature it is of 
passing interest; as a research docu· 
ment it would receive a failing mark. 
I do not' wish, however, to defend 
Dr. Kissinger's actions; he is more 
than capable of taking. care of 
himself. I do wish to defend our 
appointment of him and I welcome 
this opportunity to do so. 

In conclusion, I must say that 
there is something deeply disturbin~ 
to me about the nature of this 
petition and its attachments. 

There is, first, an unbecoming 
moral arrogance which asserts that a 
minority of GU students and faculty 
are ordained with a special insight 
into the moral conduct of public 
affairs. I reject any such pretendions 
by its authors, and would counter 
that the issues of morality and 
foreign policy are highly complex 
and deserving of the kind of debate 
which the authors, their disclaimer 
notwithstanding, wish to stifle. They 
assert a competence, indeed an 
omniscience, in moral matters which 
is simply unacceptable. 

Second, the petition and attach. 
ments are prepared in the nature of a 
political vendetta against an indivi
dual scholar and public sservant. I 
find little that is Christian, Jesuit, 
scholarly, or intellectural in this 
effort to harass a distinguished public 
se.rvant out of a distinguished univer
sity. Moreover, the vendetta has 
political overtones which neither 
represent this University nor the 
ideals to which any university should 
aspire. If we are to politicize the 
appointments process and establish 
procedures which open candidates up 
to review on grounds of political 
acceptability (however disguised with 
moral rhetoric), we would seriously 
weaken this institution. 

Thirdly, the petition and attach
ments raise basic questions concern
ing university governance. The plain 
fact is that Dr. Kissinger's, appoint
ment was arranged in a manner 
wholly consistent with University 
procedures. Moreover, decisions are 
made here by the competent au
tho ri ties-departmental faculties, 
Deans, and senior officers. They are 
not made, thank goodness, by 
contending interest groups drawn 
from students and faculty in fields 
unrelated to the candidate's own 
field of study. 
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simply label student government 
ineffective. If it is ineffective, it is 
because its critics are not being 
constructive. If it is not officially 
recognized, maybl1 it is because the 
cynics do not recognize its power. 

Student Government has long had 
its critics. It is far easier for people to 
cite failures than to propose con
structive solutions. When I first 
entered the office of student body 
President, I suppose I held the naive 
view that attitudes towards student 
government would change. A large 
part of my campaign was directed 
toward changing people's outlooks; 
asking people to care and get 
involved, rather than sit back and 
dismiss student government as inef
fective. 

I sincerely belieye that most 
students care, th'at they would like to 
see changes. All I ask is that they be 
constructive and active. Destructive· 
ness is self-defeating; reaction does 
not accomplish-at best it forestalls. If 
every stUdent came back with one 
will-thought-out proposal next sem· 
ester, this university could be trans· 
formed in one year. If they come 
back with negative attitudes, where 
are we? 

One other observation I think 
should be made: University battles 
should be fought on university 
grounds. After all, this is where the 
problems are at, and the people who 
are affected and who care are here, 
not in the greater Washington area. 
Efforts should be directed at stu
dents, not at local television. The 
lesson I learned from the tuition 
rebate proposal is that outside 
pressure in not the answer. Rather it 
is the internal pressure which can 
come only from communication 
between stUdents and their repres
entitives that can change things. This 
is something I campaigned on and 
still believe in. 

Student government is exactly 
that, a government of students. Its 
representitives have an academic 
responsibility to themselves, which 
usually suffers, and a esponsibility to 
serve their fellow students in the 
running of this university. Needless 
to say, a hundred administrators 
working full-time have an advantage 
over twenty full-time students, even 
if you assume (and some students 
do) that students are twice as smart 
as administrators. 

What I am trying to say is that 
stUdent government cannot do it 
alone, not without student support. 
This does not. mean that stUdents 
should unquestionably agree with the 
Senate or myself. Rather they can 
get involved, formally or informally. 
I have a number of formal appoint· 
ments to make, and it is impossible 
to find a spot for everyone. But if 
you care about something, look into 
it. Talk to some administrators, use 
some imagination, then talk to me or 
a student senator or leave me a 
proposal. Or else please do not 

Division, derision, and destructive
ness are not answers to the problems 
we face. I am not an apologist for the 
administration, and I do not believe I 
am selling out. It is my job to 
represent views that the administra· 
tion cannot see. What I feel we need 
is cohesion, cooperation, and con· 
,stuctiveness to effectively change our 
situation. And I need to help of 
every student. But one piece of 
advice: Let's not mistake ,the univer-
sity for the universe. , 
Pal Cleary, ueorgetown's' Student 
Body President, is a junior in the 
School of Foreign Service. 
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If the recent denials of tenure in Great changes were sweeping the 
the Government Department have nation, but the Department, secure 
done anything for this univerSity, it with tenure and protected by Healy 
is that they have spurred discussion wall, withstood such "fashion". Even 
of the tenure system by both into 1974 Professors Valerie Earle 
students and, faculty . .w.~ all know by", and-floward, Prnryima1J-,sign~d;: al,oqg 
now the structur~.of the t.enu.~e trac.t,,:_ ~ith se,,:;ral.othfr ?cadel1!-ic;s, '~n'l ~d 
but .. the subtitles. of department':: JI1 the ltab:Zll1gl~fl P~sl urg;ngjPJ;e$i
deCISIOns, made behmd safely closed' :dent Ford to'mluntam our commit· 
doors and in a collegial atmosphere ment to South Viet Nam. . 
are rarely exposed. Today, thE' young professors com-

Perhaps we can start with two ing up for tenure grew up in the 
facts: 1) Three popular, young, and Sixties and they accepted the new 
liberal professors have been denied political order. An incredible gap 
tenure in as many years. 2) The exists between them and the older 
diversity in terms of approach to the faculty in many ways. To be granted 
discipline and political views of tenure is to be accepted into an 
members of the Government Depart- intellectual circle but given such a 
ment is very limited and found gap, this is often impossible. Political 
among junior, untenured faculty, if considerations are a small part of a 
anywhere. much larger whole whieh leaves the 

Starting with the first fact, each department out of touch with its 
decisivll has to be judged on its own younger faculty as well as its 
merits. Undoubtedly, none were to students. Many of those students are 
be sure candidates for tenure. One, drawn to the younger faculty for 
perhaps two denials would be ex- their intellectual nourishment and 
pected, but unless three is truly personal affection in the same way as 
charmed, only the most most inno- the older members used to be. 
cent can doubt a recurring pattern. 
An historical framework need be 
developed for an explanation. 

Although the explosion of PhD.'s 
in Political Science occurred in the 
1960's, the Government Department 
accumulated its high percentage of 
tenure in the fifties. Many grew up 
politically in the Cold War and never 
left it. It wasn't a period of great 
tolerance_ 

ROSTRUM/ 

Bob Pl.t\ZE 

In the fifties the Government 
Department was a happy place where 
its sons were taught the Righteous 
ness of the American way of life and 
sent off to fight the Cold War. 
America's growing internationalism 
provided lots of jobs for Foreign 
Service students and kept the Depart
ment busy. 

But the Sixties rolJed around and 
the world changed. Soviet hegemony 
began to be questioned, third world 
nations gained international impor
tance, and America's role as an 
unquestioned power began to lose 
meaning. The promise of the Ken
nedy Administration evaporated with 
the crack of an assassin's rifle. Soon 
America was to find itself entrapped 
in a war whose purpose could no 
longer be explained by the simple 
dictums of the Fifties. 

Georgetown, too, began to 
change. Students faced a perilous 
draft. Anti-war demonstrations bur
geoned over onto campus enveloping 
more than a few stUdents in the 
cause of peace. In the classroom 
discussion became abrasive. Many 
students did not accept what was 
then called a "hawkish" view of the 
war. 

Emotions ran high and more than 
one professor must have felt hurt 
recognizing the . distance between 
them and their students. 

The department, Itself, is run as 
an oligarchy. The chairmanship ro
tates and the vote is for show. Most 
Department votes, according to fac
ulty who have since left the Depart
ment. are prestructured in a way that 
would make a member of the 
Supreme Soviet blush. One could 
easily surmise that this extends over 
to the near·unanimous tenure deic-
ions. 

Each year, more Government 
majors graduate from the College 
than any other major. They are 
attracted to Georgetown for pri
marily one reason: the Washington 
location. Place this Department in 
New Brunswick, CharlotteSVille, 
Storrs or Cambridge; let it deny 
tenure to its most popular professors 
for questionable reasons, and it 
would be competing with the Classics 
Department for students. A perfect 
example of a professor who is 
popular for the right reasons was Dr. 
Robert Hitlin, who won the BUnn 
Award for Faculty Excellence the 
same year in which the department 
denied him tenure. 

No longer do we have a "Hitlin 
POll". No longer do we have an 
effective Public Affairs Seminar. NO 
longer do Sophomore Foreign Ser· 
vice students and graduate students 
have a professor with an alternative 
view of the world order to tum to. 
We have to turn to other department 
ot fulfill these needs. 

There is hope, for the Department 
can make mistakes. They can let 
someone in who will not accept the 
status quo, who will not be aye-man. 
And as I study the tenure votes, and 
pick stories of last summer's debates 
over a position in the theory wing of 
the Department, I have hopes. We 
won't see it while we are here, but 
there will be change. 

Bob Piaze, a senior Government 
major, was chairman of both the 
College Academic Council and the 
Student Academic Board this year. 
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The Year in Review: 
Remembering What's Happened SinceSeptember 

Shuttle or Scuttle 

Kissinger at G-town 
Henry Kissinger's return to aca

deme has been rather low-key, with 
the Foreign Service School doing all 
it can to insure that Kissinger's 
infrequent appearances on campus 
are "academic" rather than "media" 
events. " 

sions: that to deny Kissinger his 
position would be a violation of 
academic freedom. 

A group opposed to SOAK called 
Students Taking Advantage of the 
Kissinger Experience (STAKE), or
ganized this semester to counter 
SOAK's position. A debate between 
SOAK and STAKE was scheduled for 
last night; however, a report of the 
meeting was unavailable at press 
time. 

WGTB:DOAorA-OK 
After several years of controversy, 

the University decided WGTB·FM 
was not singing the right tune Bnd 
announced it would begin efforts to 
transfer the station license to another 
public interest located in the District, 
possibly the University of tile Dis-
trict of Columbia. . 

In response to Georgetown's fl!e
lers, President of the University, of 
the University of District of Colum
bia, Lisle Carter, sent a letter to the 
Rev, Timothy Healy, S.J., thanking 
him for his interest in UDC and 
noting that a decision would be made 
within two weeks from nOw concl1rn
ing the license transfer. 

In an interview with th.e HOYA, 
Fr. Healy called WG';l'B "a. great 
animal," but contended it did not 
"belong in this zoo." He said'if there 
was a communications department at 
Georgetown, the situation with the 
radio station may not have been the 
same. 

Dist~essed by the proposed shut
down, WGTB staffers quickly took 
to the airwaves and pleaded to 
listeners to write to Fr. Healy 
protesting the move. Although the 
President's office received over 250 
letters, an assistant to Fr. Healy last 
week termed the decision to shut 
WGTB "irreversible:" 

programming. Fr: Healy has said that 
programming had not~ing to do with 
the decision to close the station' 
permenently. 

Problems for WGTB began in. 
October of 1975 when an application 
for license renewal was delayed, by 
the Federal Gommunications Com· 
mission because of listener com· 
plaints over sensitive language report· 
edly being aired. The delay was a 
major factor in the firing of then· 
General Manager Ken Sleeman in 
Depember of the same year. 

In March of 1976, the University 
shut down WGTB and fired the staff, 
in order to reorganize the station and 
update the equipment. It was in the 
wake of these events that present 
General Manager Robert Uttenweiler 
and Chief Engineer Frank Tollin, 
who have become central figures in 
the present controversy, were hired 
by the University. 

Station personnel have claimed 
that incompetent management is 
responsible for the shutdown, despite 
repeated statements to the contrary 
made by Fr. Healy. Several staffers 
claimed that deliberate actions on 
the part of Uttenweiler and Tollin 
forced a majority of the WGTB 
Station Management Board to reo 
think the support of the operation, 
Uttenweiler countered the charges by 
saying he had done what his 
superiors in the University had 
wanted him to do. 

The former Secretary of State was 
appointed University Professor of 
Diplomacy last June, and has been 
receiving a salary of $20,000, paid 
through outside sources, for his 
professorial duties and an additional 
$15,000 for his role as consultant for 
the Center of Strategic International 
Studies. 

Controversy has been no stranger 
to WGTB. In the spring of 1976 the 
University shut the radio station 
down for a three-month period after 
it became displeased with the station Last December, Grad Dean Don

ald Herzberg and a ~oup of other r------------------------------------------------------------,----------------------------------------------------------~ 

Last fall Kissinger gave four 
seminars on campus, each attended 
by between 50-60 SFS students. The 
media was barred, although stUdents 
attendirig the seminars later told The 
HOY A that Kissinger said nothing 
that had not already been made 
public. 

Kissinger's presence here has been 
opposed by SOAK (Students Op
posed to the Appointment of Kis
singer), which want a review of 
Kissinger's appointment by a stu· 
dent-faculty committee. SOAK has 
acquired the support of about 450 
students and 25 faculty members, 
but not that of Fr. Healy. In a reply 
to the SOAK petition (which calls 
Kissinger's conduct in office an 
"affront to Judeo-Christian values"), 
the Univ. President repeated what he 
had said on several previous occa-

scholars, historians and journalists 
gained a tentative victory in their 
court battle to make public tran
scripts of phone calls Kissinger had 
made while in office_ Kissinger had 
donated them to the Library of 
Congress under the condition they be 
kept secret for 25 years after 
Kissinger's death. The case is still 
under appeal. 

This semester Kissinger has been 
teaching a course entitled "Case 
Studies in Contemporary American 
Diplomacy_" The course meets once 
a week, at CSIS headquarters in 
downtown Washington_ Kissinger has 
been attending every other class on 
the average, a teaching assistant 
replacing him the rest of the time. 

Kissinger, made his first public 
appearance of the year at George
town earlier this week, speaking at 
the Jit Trainor Award Ceremonies in 
Gaston Hall. 

Cleary Tops Field 
Pat Cleary surprised just about 

everyone by eeking ou t a slim 28 vote 
victory in the closest Student 
Government election in years. 

Finishing in the runner·up spots 
were Jim Tapper with 643 votes, and 
Mark McAdams with 615. 

Cleary, who claims to have spent 
under a dollar in his "walk to the 
presidency," attributed his victory to 

his style of campaigning. He was also 
helped considerably by an endorse· 
ment in The Voice. 

The HOYA poll extended its 
losing streak by picking Cleary dead 
last among the contenders the week 
before election. In previous years, 
The HOY A has predicted first place 
finishes for Gerald Ford, Chris 
Graham, and Wendell Wilkie. 

Vexing Vittles CIAatGU 
The past year has not been the 

best of times for Vital Vittles and the 
Student Corporation. 

The new lease, proposed by 
University officials, calls for the Corp 
to bear the full brunt of its facilities' 
overhead costs beginning next year. 
Translated into monetary figures, 
this comes to $8,400. 

A committee of Corp board mem
bers and administrators had earlier 
proposed that the Corp work up to 
the full cost gradually over a 
three-year period. 

In addition, the new lease establi
shed the right of the University to 
prohibit the sale of any item it finds 

objectionable. 
Vital Vittles late last semester had 

planned to stock condoms, con
traceptive foam and cream, until 
informed by Associate Dean of 
StUdents Bill Schuerman that the sale 
of birth control devices would not be 
permitted. 

Corp. officials, fearing eviction, 
have said they will not protest the 
lease even though they find it 
"unreasonable and unfair." However, 
SG President Pat Cleary has yet to 
sign the lease. 

To add insult to injury, a burglar 
broke into Vital Vittles earlier this 
month and made off with $3900. 
The case is still under investigation. 

Testifying before a Senate sub· 
committee last semester, GU Pro· 
fessor Emeritus of Pathology Dr. 
Charles Geschickter revealed that the 
University had unwittingly received 
CIA money through the Geschickter 
Fund he administered. At least 
$75,000 in CIA funds went toward 
the construction of the Gorman 
Building and other structures, ac
cording to Geschickter. 

Student Senate passed a resolution 
calling for stringent regulations on 
CIA activity on campus. Academic 
VP Fr. Aloysius Kelley in January 
helped organize a student-faculty 
committee to draw up a compre
hensive set of guidelines governing 
the on-campus activity of the CIA 
and other groups. As of this week the 
committee had yet to report back to 
Kelley on what progress they've 
made:' . . 

.'r f1 '\')' 
Earlier this month CIA docl,linents 

The CIA, The Washington Post had 
reported, had hoped to test mind· 
control drugs on patients housed 
there and use Georgetown as a base 
for recruiting new personnel. Ges· 
chickter claimed, however, that the 
money merely went to existing 

I----------------------------------------------------------·-j projects and no experiments were 

Basketball FII·es Hlegh carried out on human beings. 

released under tlie' Freedom of 
Information Act revealed that 
Georgetown was among the univer
sities monitored by the agency 
between 1967 and 1973. The pyr
pose of the operation-termed Project 
Resistance-was to provide support 
and protection for CIA recruiters. 

It was a season of such promise, 
that somehow fizzled out dismally 
by year's end. The successes were 
centered between the Drubbing of 
Holy Cross (ACT I) and the Drub· 
bing of Holy Cross (Act II). In that 
two-month span the Hoyas suffered 

but one loss while dropping several 
tough (Detroit, GW, South Carolina, 
He) schools and seemingly nailing 
down an NCAA bid. 

In the wake of the affair the 

Pub CODles to a Head 
Alas, the second win over the 

Cross was GU's high·water mark. The The inner workings of the GU Pub purposefully bypassed and violated." 
demands of prime-time television were scrutinized this year by an However, Associate Dean of Stu· 
forced us into two games within internal audit performed by an dents William Schuerman defended 
twenty hours. The exhausted Hoyas internal audit performed by then ; Pub operations claiming, "It should 
were tripped by a weak Fordham University Auditor J. Michael Con· not be assumed that malice, fraud, or 
squad, and their National Image was stantine, following the loss of an personal gain were the motivating 
shattered. A loss to Virginia Com- estimated $50,000 loss in beer factors. Most of the error:; may be 
monwealth and the NCAA's were revenue. attributed to lack of knowledge, 
out. GU then went road-hopping in The actual loss figure discovered expertise, and/or an attempt to be of 

The scales of budgetary manage- the NIT's, pulling two upsets, but by the audit proved to be even service to employees." 
ment weighed against students this finally being upset itself by North larger-an estimated $68,243-128,165. The MCFC also added to changes 

Tuition Goes 

Sky High 

C I· rt' h t Further, the audit censored Pub in the Pub's finances by recom-
year as the Main Campus Finance aro ma on a crazy ove Ime so. 
Committee planned a $400 tuition But what the season should accounting procedures, particulary mending that the Pub and Cafe 
increase for FY '79 after the perhaps most be remembered for was the granting of loans and pay assume all costs of the University 
University was hit with unexpectedly the stretch run at home, where the advances from the petty cash fund. Center. a +37,000 budget. The plan 

. g d h The audit concluded, "that George· drew fire from both Center and Pub 
large utilities bills. roarm crow, as muc as anyone 

el II d t H . GW town payroll, personnel and general officials_ Commented Pub general 
However, incoming freshman have se, pu e au oya wms over , 

b d k d 
·th I' f Detrol't and Holy Cross (agal'n ) accounting business policies and manager Bob Schulte is "This change 

een ec e WI a arger Increase a . $600_ The extra $200 will go When all other memories fade, the procedures incorporating good busi- doesn't seem to be equitable, it 
towards the financial aid needs of ry_e_ar_s~h:..;a:;:.:lI_s:..;t:..;il_l..:..b_e..::m:..;e_m_o_r_a..:..b_le::....:::.fo:.:r:...,t::h::a::t:...,. L-n_e_ss __ :.:pr_a_c_ti_c_e __ w_e_r_e __ fl_a..:g_ra_n_t-=Iy~a_n_d ___ se_e_m_s __ li_k_e_s_o_m_e_o_n_e __ iS __ an_gry ____ at __ u_s._"-I 

that class, a move designed to 
increase the University's limited 
student aid funding. 

The University's budget occa
sioned controversy when it was 
learned that the Main Campus was 
running a "positive variance." The 
student senate passed a resolution 
urging that the money be used in 
part to give a rebate to tuition 
payers. Amid media coverage and 
administration fire the plan died a 
quick death at the hands of MCFC 
last Friday_ 

Bailey, Benigan, Buchwald 
Pearl Bailey, Art Buchwald and If' 

Dan Berrigan head the list of 
celebrities seen on the Georgetown 
campus the past year. 

Bailey, the speaker at the 1977 
commencement ceremonies, received 
an honorary degree but decided to 
come back for the real thing. 
Enrolling as a French major in the 
College, the 50-year-Old entertainer 
has been carrying a course load of 15 

Ca:mpus Construction 
credits_ 

Columnist Art' Buchwald con
fronted SFS Dean Peter Krogh at an 
SFS seminar last semester, over the 
$750,000 grant the school has 
accepted from Libya. Calling Libya 
"one of the worst countries when it 
comes to terrorism," he offered to 
finance a fellowship in "Morality and 
Human Rights" if Krogh would take 

The need for more classroom and 
dorm facilities on the Main CampII!'. 
was a keynote of Fr. Healy's April 8 
Convocation Address. "Despite the 
fact that the University houses 3,000 
students now, it is still almost 1,000 
shy of meeting the demand, 
And. . , we are still speaking only 
of undergraduates ... " said Healy. 

Two weeks later, in a speech 
before the SLL Faculty Forum, 
Academic VP Fr. Aloysius Kelley 
called the Nevils.Loyola complex "a 
real embarrassment, a dis
grace ... Our reputation is ten times 
better than 0 ur facilities." 

By the time they graduate, this 
year's freshmen and sophomores may 
see the problem partially alleviated as 
two new buildings dot the George
town skyline. 

University officials have set May 
as the tentative date for construction 
to begin on a residential complex 
between Lauinger Library and New 
South Hall. Scheduled for com
pletion by September, 1979, the 
complex will house 510 undergrads 
and possibly some graduate students 
as well. 

The Intercultural Center, slated 
for construction between Copley and 
Reiss, would provide much needed 
classroom and office space, language 
learning facilities, reading rooms, 
lounges and exhibition areas. 

Georgetown is receiving a federal 
grant of about $5 million for the 
project, and an additional $3 million 
III low interest, long-term federal 
loans. The University will have to 
raise at least an additional $2 million 

in matching funds. The new village 
has also been approved for Federal 
funding; the department of Health, 
Education and Welfare has granted 
Georgetown a $6.2 million low-cost 
loan for the project. 

What else lies ahead? In his 
Convocation Address, Fr. Healy said 
after the Intercultural center and the 
new dorm are built, our third 
priority should be the construction 
of a center to house the various 
student activities now scattered 
across campus. The University Presi
dent also said we would need yet 
another dorm to meet the housing 
demand_ The University's Master 
Plan, approved by the Zoning Board 
late last year, calls for the eventual 
construction of a Henleville-like 
student village on the vacant lot 
across from Healy Gate. 

the full course. 
Buchwald later told the HOY A he 

wasn't serious about the offer, 
reversing an earlier statement. After 
Krogh declined his challenge to a 
debate, the columinist decided not to 
interfere any further in Georgetown 
affairs. Krogh did eventually defend 
the Libyan grant at a University 
forum. 

Dan Berrigan visited Georgetown 
in February to host a week long 
symposium on faith and justice. The 
Jesuit activist blasted the University 
for its ties with ROTC, its South 
African investments and the Kissin
ger apPOintment_ 

, ,~ 
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HEAly iNTERViEW 

Healy: April's Surplus Is July's Deficit 
(Continued from page 1) 

had from people who don't want us 
to close it. There seems to be a 
modest campaign to get letters and 
what not sent: .. 

HOYA: Would you label the decision 
irreversible? 

HEALY: Yes. We have formally 
commit ourselves to the University 
of the District of Columbia. Obvious
ly if no one will take the station, it 
~as not been irreversible. But George
town has formally offered to recom· 
mend to the FCC-it's not ours to 
give away and it's not ours to sell. 
What we can do is write to the FCC 
and recommend another agepcy that 
will use the station in the public., 

interest, and state why we think the 
transfer should be made. To that 
agency, person, institution-but we 
don't give it away. All we do is 
recommend to the FCC. It appears 
that there is a very good probability 
that the FCC will indeed transfer in 
the direction that the license·holder 
recommends. The overall purpose of 
the negotiations however, is to hold 
the license for the University. of 
district 'of Columbia. . 

u 

HOY A: What will you do if the FCC 
turns down your recommendation? 

HEALY: I have no control O\~er it. If 

the FCC says "no you think the 
station ought to go to X University, 
we think it ought to go to Y 
. University thats their privilege. They 
have full authority. Who ever gets 
turned down in this case could sue 
them based on our recommendation. 
But we couldn't. Essentially, what 
we are doing is relinquishing the 
license. 

HOYA: How do you feel about the 
recent allegation of mismanagement 
atWGTB? 

HEALY: There is a governing board, 
you can take that up with them. 
Dean McCarthy said he would meet 
with a student group, from some· 
where, I forget where, but his feeling 

is that these allegations are substan· 
tially not true. I'm simply repeating 
his judgment. 

HOYA: But essentially the decision 
has been made and will not be 
altered regardless of the findings of 
that committee. Is this correct'? 

HEALY: This is correct: 
• ,.,.,' J 

HOY A: In your convocation recently 
you stated that you would like to see 
all classrooms moved out of Poulton? 

HEALY: I would indeed. 

HQYA: Where would you propose to 
put them? 

HEAL Y: Well, wherever Fr. Kelley 
can find adequate space. But I really 
think we ought to as quickly as 
possible get out of it-either fix it up 
for classrooms or fix it up for 
something else. I'm not recommend
ing getting rid of the building. What 
I'm recommending is that we don't 
hold classes there. 

HOYA: In your convocation you 
also stated that you would like to tap 
foreign sources to aid in supporting 
the med school? . 

HEALY: What I said was that the 
first priority for the medical center 
has to be to replace the suddenly 
withdrawn federal funding. We have 
to find that. It may be necessary ... to 
go to foreign states-or government 
states other than the District of 
Columbia. 

HOYA: You have maintained quite 
an interest in fine arts. What are you 
doing or have you dme to upgrade 
the fine arts program at Georgetown? 

HEALY: Well I would like to see us 
expand the fine arts program, par
ticularly to expand fine arts in the 
theater or start a department for 
theater. This is one of the activities 
that would be a big educational help 
on campus where so many people are 
pulled in so many sharply defined 
ways by majoring pressures and 
graduate educations. It seems to be a 
good idea, not that's easy, but 
something that really does deal with 
the whole human being and which 
provides a kind of artistic experi
ence ... 

HOY A: How would you assess your 
relationship with the D.C. com· 
munity since you have been Univer· 
sity President? 

HEAL Y: My relationship is not 
important. The university is what is 
important. I think the University's 
involvement insignificant activities in 
the community has improved ... ' But, 
I think the moves that. are being· 
made by Sam Harvey. (Minority, . 
Affairs . Director), organizations 
which are moving in this direction 
which I associate with Dan Burke. I 
think we are developing a quality 
with the D.C. school system, the 

Europe: 
The Grnssroots Tour. 

Travelling the open road. 
Freestyle. There's something 
about it that equals the best expe· 
riences you'll ever have. 

Bedding down in the quiet 
woods. Enjoying a campfire with 
travellers out of other directions. 
In this case from other cultures. 

That's the kind of vacation 
we're offering you. We take an air
conditioned, lUXUry coach, fill it 
with students from the far flung 
corners of the world, add some 
excellent camping equipment dnd 

hit the road. We even give you a 
lot of options as to which roads 
we'll hit. 

From the beaches to the 
mountains, the restaurants to 
the ruins. Continental Coach 
Tours will show you a Europe 
many"seasonect" travelers never 
knew was there. They just dr..ove 
past it. Or flew over it. 

We offer something more 
detailed. Village to village. And 
something more intimate. 

Face to face. 

British airways 
YOUNG AMERICA'S ROAD TO THE OLD WORLD. 
r---.--;:-- -------- - - --- - -----:- - - - --...., 

I
I fl"~I\lG FOR MORE INFORMATION : ... 1 Please send me your "Continental Coach Tour" I 
I IHIER COLLEGIATE HOLIDAYS INC. Brochure I 
I The oHlclal representative of the 
I Unlled Siaies Natoanal Siudeni Travel Bureau NAME I 
I 2115 S Street, N W ADDRESS I I Washington. D.C. 20008 I 
I (202) 265·9890 CITY STATE __ ZIP___ I L ________________________________ ~ 

exploration of the various relation· 
ships with local high schools ... I 
think all of these are a sign-there are 
other signs-the growth and develop· 
ment of the street law program, the 
involvement of students and faculty 
as interns ... etc. I think there is still 
a lot to go. I'm not saying we're 
finished, but indeed at least we've 

that I think he means it when he said 
he will veto a tuition credit measure. 

So, the position that Georgetown 
took on behalf of the Jesuit Colleges 
and the National Association of 
Independent Colleges has not 
changed. I think it has been strength. 
ened by the fact that the President's 
position has gotten better. This is the 

that the President's office' rejected 
the offer. Is this true? 

HEALY: No. We had a sort of a 
tentative offer-really quite informal 
To which we responded, yes, this was 
possible, (but there was also a need 
for funds in other areas). 

"It is irresponsihle to prepare 

people for jobs when you know 

there really aren't any." 

HOYA: Some students are rather 
uneasy about what they feel is a 
'backing away from a pledge' by the 
athletic department not to use the 
REC·plex for varsity sports, with the 
exceptions of swimming and track ... 

HEALY: Take that up with the 
Athletic Department. 

begun. But at least I think we've 
made some improvements. 

HOY A: What do you think Coach 
John Thompson's role as Urban 
Adviser is? And how do you think he 
has been performing this function? 

HEALY: John has enormous abili· 
ties, first of all in that he knows the 
city inside and out since he has 
grown up here; secondly, he is deeply 
involved in District affairs. He 
understands it, he sees its rhythms, 
he can talk for the University and to 
the University, and has on several 
occasions. One of the marvelous 
things about John Thompson is that 
he has a deep inner dignity. John's 
handling of the recent allegations 
that (the GU basketball team was 
racist-and controversy which was 
raiser! by another University's coach 
when a top recruit, Jeff Bullis signed 
with the Hoyas instead of his 
team). I was very proud that 
Georgetown's spokesman was this 
kind of a man when he was 
assaulted. .. ' 

HOYA: Do you have any comment 
on that (the Bullis) incident? 

HEALY: 'No, I was just delighted 
that John handled himself with 
dignity . . . Really, Georgetown in 
this is quite harmless-nothing illegal, 
improper or anything else was done. 
This (Bullis) seems to be a very good 
ball player, and my feeling was that 
in a very difficult situation, John 
could 'have come down swearing-with 
as nasty a letter as the one the' boy 
got(from the other University);' In· 
stead he kept a distance and said 
what Georgetown stands for ... not 
what some outsider says; I think 
thats probably the only defense pos· 
sible. John did it with style ... it was 
a disgraceful incident-a cheap, un· 
principled abuse of privilege. 

HOYA: How do you feel about the 
proposed tuition rebate idea? 

HEALY: Well, I don't know where 
the notion that there is a surplus 
came from. The main Campus 
borrows from the University general 
fund a million dollars a year. If at the 
end of that transaction it is showing 
a slight, profit, one might hesitate 
before one suggests that this is a 
(surplus showing.) I think that the 
word surplus is just not a reality. 
Secondly, no part of that budget was 
sufficiently funded this year. And 
thirdly, let's not close the books 
before the books close. I have seen 
more instances where April's sur· 
pluses are July's deficit-When some· 
body closes the books then you can 
tell me how much is left in the till. 
But if you have a big, fat, mortage 
and your business shows a profit 
for the first time and you're not 
paying any of the mortgage, that's 
hardly a profit. 

HOYA: How do you feel about the 
pending tuition tax credit measures. 
You had said in your speech to 
Congress that you think that the 
President's plan is incomplete-how 
so? 

HEALY: Remember, let's stay with 
the times. There are essentially three 
parts to the President's plan. There is 
an increase and a change in the basic 
opportunity grants, there is an 
increase and change in the student 
loans, and then there are increases 
and changes in the rest of the hits 
and pieces ... What we said is that 
there is a bit missing from your Basic 
opportunity grants, your Supple. 
mental Opportunity Grants and your 
work study. The original plan said 
nothing about the Supplemental Edu· 
cational opportunity grants (SEOG)
it just ignored it, Now for a private 
institution, charging a high tuition, 
the $1900·2000 maxium from BEaG 
isn't that much of a help. If in 
addition, the University can find 
extra hundreds of dollars in SEOG 
then you begin approaching a grant 
that approaches Georgetown's tui· 
tion So, in that sense, I felt the 
President's original proposal was 
incomplete. Since then, the incom
pletion has been changed. Since then 
(more) has been put into SEOG .. _ . 
So with that change, I'm where I was 
when I originally testified, but you 
take that gripe out-they fixed it. 
The President's plan is more direct, is 
more feasible. And now, I don't 
know what's going to happen, except 

most generous country on the face of 
the earth in providing higher educa· 
tion. We have decided that any body 
who can can attend. Secondly, we've 
decided through the community 
colleges that the best way to 
determine whether or not you can is 
to let you try, not do it by 
exclusionary combinations. The last 
part is to give you freedom of choice. 

HOYA: In regard to your support for 
graduate programs in the past, and 
particulary foreign language pro
grams,-recently you've been ad· 
vocating that perhaps we should be 
looking into dropping some graduate 
programs. Could you comment on 
this'? 

HEALY: Well, my support was for 
languages, particularly undergraduate 
languages. When you move into 

doctoral programs, then I think there 
are questions of market and demand 
and availability of students. Above 
all, availability of jobs that determine 
where you go. The original thrust of 
my remarks was for language studies 
regarded for undergraduates. For 
graduate, it seems to be (respondant) 
to market and academic res
ponsiblity. It is irresponsible to 
prepare people for jobs when you 
know there really aren't any. And 
secondly, it is impossible for this 
University to mount programs for 
two, three or four students. In that 
case, yes, I would recommend that 
the process now going on in the 
graduate school continue-this, is 

HOYA: With regard to the signing of 
John Thompson to a five contract
the Athletic Advisory Board and 
University community were upset 
that they were not consulted. Would 
you in the future consult them? Was 
there any re,!-son you did not? 

HEAL Y: Is the athletic advisory 
board saying that they disapprove of 
the contract? 

HOY A: No, they are not saying that 
they disapprove, but rather they 
should be consu lted. 

HEAL Y: Till I hear for the AAB, I 
will not comment. 

HOYA: Is it not true that they 
passed a resolution a few months ago 
stating that they should be consulted 

in future contract discussions with 
long.range implications'? 

HEALY: I have not seen it. 

HOYA: Do you see Georgetown as a 
unity or a trinity with the three 
campuses as separate as they are? 

HEAL Y: ..... Remember that the 
three campus budgeting is only 
possible because the three campuses 
agree. And in that sense the Univer· 
sity is probably closer than its ever 
been bE'forE' ... 

HOYA: Do you see any conflict in 
accepting money from such countries 

"I'm taking money from the Department 

of Defense and I don't feel I'm 
contributing t~ the bombing of children." 
examination for programs for qual· 
ity, for feasibility, for student 

as Libya? 

availability and for our own strength HEALY: That's a very long and 
in offering them ... This is not a tricky issue. 
contradition. All of my remarks Obviously there are areas where I 
about the importance of language would accept money and areas where 
study has been for undergraduates. I it would be harder to accept money. 
think it is a disgrace for any· J think it would be perfectly fair 
undergraduate student to get out of if Idi Amin offered money to 
here with no linguistic experience Georgetown to turn it down; if it 
whatsoever. . . were offered by the British Govern· 

HOYA: You have placed a large 
emphasis on fundraising. How effect· 
ive do you feel you and the program 
have been in this effort? 

HEALY: Well, we have just finished 
a major campaign (Mandate '81)which 
was a success. We're in the process of 
beginning a new one ... Think of it 
this way-no matter how much you 
get you still want more. So to say 
that I'm totally satisfied-of course 
not, nobody is. We need lots more 
money. On the other hand, I think 
we're making reasonable progress. 

HOYA: We are aware that you are 
consulting with Arthur Burns. Is this 
in regard to a possible professorship? 

HEALY: It was-No forgive me, its 
not a professorship as Arthur Burns 
is 73 years old. I would very much 
like to have Arthur Burns teach 
something at Georgetown. Neither he 
nor we are interested in a professor· 
ship. The Dean of the Business 
School and I have discussed this· 
perhaps offering a seminar of some· 
thing. He (Burns) would like to stay 
in the Washington area, however, it is 
still very much up in the air. But I 
have been talking to him seriously, 
yes. 

HOYA: Some people close to the 
baseball team have said that an 
alumnis recently offered to donate 
$70,000 + to the baseball team, but 

ment. 
... If there are strings attached 

which inhibit the University's free· 
dom of appointment, and fre('dom of 
research, then you don't accept the 
money from choirs of angels. 

There are two moral issues: 1) 
Concerning what do you do with the 
money once you get it-thats the 
absolute; the second one is what 
about the source of the money
that's difficult. 

... If I'm taking money from the 
Ford Foundation, I don't feel I'm 
contributing to the pollutions of the 
atmosphere. I'm taking money from 
the department of defense and I 
don't feel I'm contributing to the 
bombing of helpless children. 

HOY A: Do you see any conflict in 
the presence of ROTC on campus. 

HEAL Y: None whatsoever ... I see a 
very positive good. I think the ROTC 
is probably more important than in 
any other time in recent history .. , 
This investment is desperately impor· 
tant to the safety of this Republic 
and. _ . that the majority (of ROTC) 
are civilian trained ... 

The single greatest enemy of 
democracy is the armies that demo· 
cracy forgets it creates. And if this 
element of civilian compromise can 
be put on the line matching civilian 
control, this Republic may have a 
chance of protecting itself against its 
own power. 
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FEATURES 
Th.e Unseen Sights 

What Yoo Don't See Bot 8oghtTo • • • 
Editor's note: The following list of 
interesting but little·known places to 
visit in Washington is offered as a 
guide for those lucky enough to find 
time during the final examination 
period for exploring and for those of 
you who will be in the area this 
summer. 

In Washington there is certainly 
no shortage of worthwhile places to 
see. The main problem is that 
tourists and most natives seem to get 
stuck in the Monuments-Mall·Smith
sonian routine. The center of town is 
overwhelmed while spots in less 
obvious areas are often ignored by 
both permanent and temporary D.C. 
reSidents. It is the smart Washington
ian who heads for these locations 
while others flock to already over· 
crowded areas. The following are just 
a few of these unseen sights. 

Efforts were made in the late 19th 
Century to develop the Anacostia 
River and area along the lines of the 
Potomac. Started by a one-armed 
Civil War veteran in 1880 with 
several water/lily shoots from Maine, 
the Kenilworth·Aquatic Gardens was 
the first of what was planned to be a 
series of parks along the Anacostia. 
Forty water lily ponds are criss· 
crossed by dikes that double as 

. foot-paths. Along with less cultivated 
areas, the Gardens cover ninety acres 
where one can usually find scores of 
domestic and tropical plants. Present· 
ly there is a great deal of renovation 
and landscaping being done, but the 
park is worth the visit if only to 
admire its resemblance to an English 
moor or heath. Chances are you will 
be virtually alone, as almost no one 
except local residents seem to find 
their way out here. 

Another parcel in this system of 
parks is the 415 acre National 
Arboretum. The Department of Agri
culture uses the land to educate the 
public about trees and shrubs in an 
excellent manner. The entire park is 
accessible by car, and there are 
convenient parking places near areas 
of interest. The best way to see it is 

. by bicycle. Many sections are de
voted to a specific tree or plant, such 
as hollies, camellias, rhododendrons, 
pines and dogwoods. Mount Hamil· 
ton is planted with 70,000 azalea 
buslles that burst into color in late 
April or early May. The best time to 

Text and Photos by Christopher Ringwald 

Arlington Bike Path 

go is right now. There are groves of 
crab·apple, magnolia and other flow· 
ering trees that fill the air wi th a rich 
fragrance. The Dwarf Conifer Collec· 
tion consists of 1500 specimens 
representing 30 genera, and provides 
an illustration of the infinite varia
tion in form and color found in 
nature. Also of special interest is the 
National Bonsai Collection, a gift 
from Japan in honor of our Bicen
tennial. Culled from many private 
Japanese collections as well as the 
Imperial Household, the Bonsai trees 
in this sublime assortment range in 
age from 50 to 350 years old. . 

Tucked away in the area of 
seminaries and divinity schools near 
Catholic University is the Franciscan 
Monastery at 14th and Quincy 
Streets, Northeast. The main attrac
tion is the Church whose Byzantine 

'. ,,': 

"Grief" over Mrs. Henry Adams' 
·grave at the Rock Creek Cemetery 

architecture is modified by Francis· 
can simplicity. Built on a ground 
plan along the lines of the Five·fold 
Cross of the Holy Land, the Chruch 
contains reproductions of a number 
of the Sacred Shrines of Palestine. 
There are catacombs under the 
church modelled after those of the 
early Christians in Reine. Lay mem
bers of the Franciscan Order in 
peculiar white uniforms lead tours of 
the Church and shrines that are 
informative and interesting. Outside, 
the stately church is surrounded by 
the colonnade of the Rosary Portico. 
There is also a Gethesmane Valley, 
with faithful imitations of the 
Grottos of Lourdes and Gethesmane, 
as well as other holy places. Some of 
this is tacky and overdone, but the 
overall effect is pleasant and peace· 
ful. There are facilities for individual 

Scenes from Arlington Bike Path 

one acre. Normanstone Drive has the -
appearence of a countly road, 
complete with a lively stream and . 
stone bridges. On one side in 
Normanstone Parkway (not a road), 
whose trees and shrubs hide the 
traffic on Massachusetts Avenue and 
complete the pastoral setting. 

One unseen sight apparently 
doomed to extinction is the area 
along the Arlington bicycle path 
which .begins across .Lee Highway 
from the Rosslyn Ramada and 
continues for 1.4 miles to spout 
Run. The path is on the bed of an . 
abandoned railroad track, and is soon 
to disappear under the eight lanes of 
Interstate 66. Before this happens, 
ride out on the path about one mile 

Rosary Portico at Franciscan Mones- to a spot flanked by several small 
overgrown fields imd near houses 

tary tucked away in the hills between the 
path and George Washington Park
way. One homeowner maintains a 
beautiful azalea garden that is open 
to the public and rises above a grassy 
hollow on three sides. When in 
bloom the garden is a rainbow
colored coliseum. There are signs 
directing the visitor to tllis spot as 
well as several Civil War trenches. 
The path is a menage of cummuters, 
joggers, stollers, mothers and child
ren, and of late, construction crews. 
Go before it is too late . 

Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens 

Another spot worth seeing is also 
outside the District. Pedal or drive 
across Chain Bridge, tum right and 
continue to Kirby Road at the 
Exxon Station. Make a left here and 

weekend retreats as well. 
Many people ·think that the best 

piece of sculpture in the District of 
Columbia is not to be found in any 
of the musuems or public squares, 
but in Rock Creek Cemetery, also 
near Catholic University and no· 
where near Rock Creek Parkway. 
The statue over the grave of Henry 
Adams' wife was created by the great 
sculptor, Henry August-Gaudens. 
"Grief" is the figure of a shrouded 
woman whose face connotes a 
variety of emotions, from one of 
sorrow over the loss of a loved one to 
that of eternal peace and acceptance. 
The statue is hidden in' a grove of 
cypress trees and there is a marble 
bench there for relaxed contempla· 
tion of the memorial. Ask for 
directions at the cemetery office, and 
also take time to explore the hilly, 

picturesque grounds and some of the you will find yourself on a delightful 
excellent monuments that are there. country road lined by trees, hills, a 

There may be numerous secluded stream and even a farm or two, only 
neighborhoods of stately homes and a few minutes outside Washington. 
mansions in Washington, but two About one imd a third miles up the 
stand out for both their location and road is the Wharton Preserve on the 
esthetics. One is the Kalorama Circle left. This is basically an enormous 
area, wedged between Connecticut field that slopes down on three sides 
and Massachusetts Avenues above to forests and brooks leading into a 
California Street. Here there are small pond. The most valuable aspect 
Tudor mansions, houses of granite, of this idyllic spot is how few people 
and one or two miniature castles. come here. It is perfect for a picniC, 
Several embassies are located here, kite-flying, frisbees or any outdoor 
and the British architectural elegance activity. 
of the Royal' Thailand Embassy at Rarely considered, but well worth 
2300 Kalorama Road is especially .. the .. tiI:ne. is Fort McNair at the 
noteworthy. Another fine area is that bottom· of .the peninsula in South· 
around Normans'tone and Woodland' 'west lW~nington. The 'peaceful mlli
Drives, between Massachusetts and tary reservation is great for a bike 
Cleveland Avenues south of National trip and views of the Potomac and 
Cathedral. The large homes are on Washington. Visitors should sign in 
plots whose average size seems to be with the guard at the front gate. 

The Georgetown University Lecture Fund presents: 

lit. ••• 
Mon., May 1, 8:00 p.m. New South Faculty Lounge 

Topics: 

THE "NEWS" 60 MINUTES 

ERA 

Reception Following 



Future 
Offerings 

The Arts Hall is hosting a 
concert by three Filipino artists 
tonight in Gaston Hall. The 
performances are scheduled to 
begin at 8 p.m. and admission is 
free. However, ticket reservations 
are honored. 

The Kennedy Center has two 
exciting productions scheduled 
during May. 

Gracious Living, a comedy 
starring Tammy Grimes, Paul 
Hecht, and Patricia Routledge, 
will play throughout the month. 
The play, set in Beverly Hills in 
London, centers upon a former 
movie idol and his discovery of an 
illegitimate son, now living in 
London. 

In addition, The New York 
City Opera will petform The 
Merry Widow on May 4th. Beverly 
Sills, in one of her last operatic 
appearances, will play the leading 
lady in the Opera House at 8 p.m. 

Lastly, and not to be missed, is 
the opening of the National 
Gallery's new wing. Scheduled to 
open June 1st, this should be 
quite an experience. The exhibits 
include fantastic architectural 
drawings of a seventeenth century 
Italian, as well as more contem· 
porary displays. I 

Sharp 
Profile 

by Chuck Arian 
"And now, heeeere's Johnny." 
JOhnny Carson? Yes, for now. But 

maybe someday it will be John 
Sharp, a 26·year·old maintenance 
man who works for the Georgetown 
University Special Events depart· 
ment. 

Sharp has performed his standup 
comedy act at the Pub, several area 
cabarets, and Rocky Raccoon's. He 
appears regularly at El Club Brook. 
man on PennS';lvania Ave., and will 
perform at Desperado's on M Street, 
May 8th. 

John says his comedy is "racial, 
sexual, and political. I try to make 
people accept what's happening 
around them and not pretend it's 
there." Sharp admitted that, because 
of his nothing·sacred attitude, "some 
people get upset." 

"Ever since I was a kid," John 
says, "I always liked to make people 
laugh-even if sometime's it's at me 
and not with me." 

Comedy is not the only perform· 
ing area he has been active in 
however. He attended Norfolk State 
College as a Drama major, but 
dropped out to start his own acting 
company. "We had 40 people, but it 
was too hard to deal with such a big 
group," Sharp said. He went on to 
work with the Norfolk Theater 
Center for two years. He directed 
what he termed "plays dealing with 
social problems" for the Center's 
smaller theater and acted in main 
theater performances. After his ar
rival in D.C., he took acting classes at 

Maintenance man and comedian John Sharp will soon perform at 
Desperado's. 

the Trinity Theater. And is currently 
a member of the Paul Community 
Players here in the District. 

Comedy was "a new media, a 
different thrill. The climax is just as 
strong as straight drama's, the bene· 
fits can be just as good," said Sharp. 

John said that most of his 
material is based on people he meets 
and works with at Georgetown. He 
says he can do "shows for groups of 
any size, from ten to two hundr"d 

people. I've been successful and 
unsuccessful with groups of both 
sizes." He added that, when people 
here he does comedy, they some· 
times ask him to tell a joke. But, 
Sharp says, "it's hard to do an act for 
one person." 

Sharp intends to leave the area 
and "be in California before Christ· 
mas." He said he wants to be "as 
close to Hollywood as I can get" in 
an effort to further his performing 
career. 

A Smarter Hotel Idea 
Guest Quarters is teaching America that 
there is a higher standard of Lodging. 
Now when you travel you can 

"fOG enjqy th~ luxury-of a suite 
,,' I;; forthepric~(9fahoters, : 

:'R single toorri: '. 
At Guest Quarters 

every one of our guests re
ceives a beautifully fur
nished suite, including a 
living room, dining area, bed
room and fully-equipped 
kitchen. From $45.00 

No hotel was ever like this, but then 
no hotel is Guest Quarters. 

. This year, when friends and . 
family attend graduation, show 

them ,a better degree of comfort, 
at a price that "vill impress 
even the smartest financial 
wjzard. 

For the occasion, Guest Quarters 
is offering a reduced rate. Call 

today for reservations and mention you 
saw this ad for a suite deaL 

Telephone (202) 785-2000 

CGlUIlE§1f 
CQlllllA\IR(1TIElR{§® 

Reserve A Room - We Give You A Suite. 

801 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W • Washington, D.C. 20037 

The Tragedy of 
MACBETH 

Georgetown 
Shakespeare 

University 
Group 

Stage III at Poulton Hall 37th & P Streets 

Performances- Apri126thru 29 

at 8:00p.m. 

Advance Tickets at SEC Box Office, Healy Basement 
Tickets Available at the Door on the Niqht of the Performance. 
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ARTS &LEisURE 
Classical Discs 

One's Not Alone 
Every now and then, the classical 

music reviewer is daunted by his 
enormous task: He must speak 
knowledgeably about matters as 
diverse as a single violin and a 
modern symphony orchestra. 

Among the finest recordings I 
have heard in months is onerecently 
cut under the baton of the young 
conductor, Andrew Davis. This maes· 
tro has recorded Borodin's Three 
Symphonies, along with the Polovet· 
sian Dances and Overture from 
Prince Igor in a Columbia release that 
demands respect. 

There is an awe· inspiring power to 
Borodin's music that is unlike that of 
any other Russian composer. AI· 
though Tchaikowsky and Mussorgor. 
sky come close, no one has captured 
the musical soul of Russia better 
than he. His symphonies flow with 
splendid inevitability, as the Poloue I· 
sian Dances indicate. In addition, 
these works are given a new spark by 
the use of a chorus and suave 
conducting. The Toronto Symphony 
plays better than its reputation 
would lead one to believe, and under 
Davis' direction, they are a music· 
making instrument of the first order. 

While on the subject of sym· 
phonfc sets, Vanguard has just 
released a handsome set of the five 
Mendelssohn symphonies (at a bud· 
get price, no less). Kurt Masur 
conducts the Leipzig Gewandhaus 
Orchestra for this set, and his 
renditions are superior in anyone's 
book. Although the conductor 
doesn't take Mendelssohn's music as 
seriously as many would prefer, he 
gives a performance that is span. 
taneous and joyful. This results in 
symphonies that are crisp, well· 
paced, and brilliantly played. From 
the delightful First symphony to the 
mighty Fifth (The Reformation), it is 
a solid work that surrounds the 
listener with the simple delight of 
Mendelssohn. In addition, Van· 
guard's technical work is of sur· 
prisingly high calibre. 

When I tend to think of music 
that is far removed from Mendels
sohn's milieu, I immediately call to 
mind Beethoven, a composer whose 
music grabs you and lifts you out of 
your seat with its majesty. His Piano 
Concertos are the glory of the 
pian%rchestra repertoire, and for a 
rather simple reason: No one has 
written for them before or since as 
well as Beetboven. 

It is hard, however, to think in 
terms of musical power when ap· 
proaching the collaboration of Alfred 
Brendel and Bernard Haitink. Bren· 
del is perhaps the most under·rated 
world class pianist performing today; 
he utterly detests flashy, crowd 
pleasing interpretations, the sort 
which shimmer but which are, at 
bottom unfaithful to Beethoven. 
Haitink, leading the London Philhar· 
monic on this new Philips release, 
compliments Brendel well; he too is 
musicianly, understated and precise, 
though not at the expense of 
sacrificing the soul of the music. 
Their collaboration on the Five 
Concertos is elegant and insightful, 
and on a far deeper level that that 
practiced by thundering pianists and 
contorted conductors, intellectually 
powerful. It is cerebral Beethoven, 
served up flawlessly by Philips' 
technical staff. 

I started off this review with a full 
orchestra and chorus, and now I am 
down to one violin ... a very old 
violin. Whatever went on in the mind 
of Johann Sebastian Bach, the world 
still venerates its product. When a 
composer sets down six works for 
one instrument, knowing full well 
that they may be played as a unit, he 
is taking a risk. There is a chance that 
all of that genius is going to wear a 
little thin for I have been known to 
nod off after a couple of Beethoven 
piano sonatas. But this is not the case 
with Bach's Six Sonatas and Partitas 
for Violin Unaccompanied, justly 
considered to be the pinnacle of the 
solo violin repertoire. There is an 
element of blood sport in it: 
Violinist, violin and score. Period. 
One false move and the violinist is 
going to be hard pressed to blame 
Bach for it. 

One need not worry with the 
latest recording of these six magni
ficent works. Sergiu Luca is a 
violinist with a big future ahead of 
him. His playing is always clean, 
clear, and so faithful to the music 
that the superlatives naturally flow 
like a Bach melOdic line. 

These reViews, w'hich started out 
four years ago ~ith a discussion of. 
the Nine lJ~e.th6.ven Symphonies, ~nd. 
up on the su,s,fili).1ed note of '3. single', 
violin. All in' ali, a rather fitting ; 
wrap·up. 

·[uan M. Katz 
Mr. Kalz will be graduating from GU 
Law Center in May. 

Campus Cinema 
One Flew Over the Cukoo's Nest 
Director: Milos Forman 
Jack Nicholson, Louise Fletcher 

Ken Kesey's allegorical novel 
adapted for the screen, starring 
Jack Nicholson as a scheming 
hellraiser set loose in a mental 

institution. He immediately runs 
up against Nurse Ratchet, bril· 
liantly played by Louise Fletcher. 
In the process, he gil'es a new 
slant to the institutionalized lives 
of his fellow inmates. Academy 
Awards went to both Nicholson 
and Fletcher for their perfor· 
mances, and Gerry Onimo is 
absorbing as the Indian. A must. 

"HOW CAN I 

MAKE MY LIFE 
WORTHWHILE?" 

One way may be to live within the Augustinian Fraternity. 
When you come to live with us, you observe and 
partiCipate in our community life for several y.ars before 
making a final commitment. You observe that w. at •• 
religiOUS community following the charism of St. 
Augustine and "that together and with onlt heart In 
brotherhood and spiritual friendship, we seek and worlhlp 
God and that we labor in the service of the people 
of God," We serve in colleges, high schools, parishes, 
forei;;w, mIssions, campus ministries. retreats, hospltala 
Jrld mlillaft chaplaincies. 
WANT MORE INFORMATION? CONTACT: 

Father Bill Waters, O.S.A. 
Villanova University 
P,O, Bo)( 338 
Vlllanova. PA 19085 
(215) 525,b612 

Na rn 6, _________________ _ 

AddrBsB ________________ __ 

Ci~~ _____ State ____ Zlp, ____ _ 

SchoolorOcc, ________ Ag8 _______ _ 

Phon" 

GET A HEAD START ON LAW SCHOOL ••• 
The Georgetown University Legal Assistant Program 

. is pleased to present 
Summer Legal Research & Writing Workshops 

• Introduction to Legal Research & Writing - June 13· July 13 
• Advanced Legal Research & Writing - July 18· August 17 
• Introduction to Legal Literature & Research - July 31 • Aug. 11 

For More Information. CALL 625·3001 or stop by the office of the 
School for Summer and Continuing Education, 156 Nevils 

Georgetown University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution 
in employment and admissions. 
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Study law 
in the 

Nation's Capital 
Potomac 

School of Law 

For a" In"'rv1"w 
0, Inf..,rmatian 
Wrll" or phon. 

(:lOl) :137·3980 

THE WATE:f!GA'TE 
260QVirginia Avenue N W 

Woshington, D.C, 20037 . 
Places available in 

the Fall 
Entering Class 

Potomac School or low has no' yet been accredited b{ the 
American Bor Associcrlion. II pro~isionol accreditation is not 
rec:ei.,~d before a SiUo'!nt groduates, the groduotl! may not 
be eligible for admission 10 tho) Bar in m.os! jurisdictions. 

taineer. And this is 
an ad. The subject of 
which is selecting the 

~'Positive, sensitive and joyous. 
It is a song in praise of women." 

-Charles Champlin, L.A. Times 

North American 
Invitational 
Model UN 

Applications now being accepted 

Contact Rick Jacobs 
625-4405 IRe Office 

or 
·965-0335 

NAME THIS KNUCKLt;HEAD 
A CONTEST FOR THE 
MOST APPROPRIATE 

NAME FOR THIS FOOL. 

1 st Prize - date with Eggy 
at the Club L T 

2nd Prize - 2 dates with 
Eggy at the Club L T 

3rd Prize - Eggy. 
starring Vaterie Mairesse and Therese lio!ard From Cinema 5 Previous suggestions: Horsenose, Human Constipator, DO 

Submit entries to Box 85, Henle Village a"~r .circle Z 
4849 Wisconsin Ave .• N.W. Phone 2«·3116 

Knucklehead's name is ___________ _ 

. . . 

. Comfort is crucial. If you . 
mountaineer in 

~~~L public, pick 
a padded 
bar stool, 
preferably 
one that . 
spins 
(to facili
tate admir
ing the 

scenery). At 
home, a com

fortable chair or sofa will 
do. Rule of thumb: if it 
feels good, and the police 
don't seem to mind., do it. 

.\ 

CHEAP 
DATE. 

Porl~ your car for $1 
and buy a post perform. 
once program for $ 1. 

Get yourself and a 
friend into the Grand· 
stand for a total of $2. 
<You pay full admission. 
show your student ID 
and dote gets in free.) 

Get a hotdog plus a 
cold beer or soda for $1. 

Get a terrific night at 
Rosecroft for two. for 
SIX bucks. 

Post Time 8 pm. 
RaCing rain or shine. 
[leltway exits 37 and 37 A. 

HARNESS RACING 
AT PDSEcRoFl: 

The Raceway on the Beltway_ 

"IRVING HOWE in the New York Times 
Book ReliYlw quickly and daintily 
con~~e'l..:that [Allen Weinstein's book] 
Perjury looks pretty convincing, but also 
refuses to commit himself: 'If innocent 
~iss has fought with great courage to c1ea; 
hiS name. If guilty, he is still more 
remarkable. Who in modern times has 
shown so unbending a will, so great a 
readiness to stay with 
a public role that can For a free copy of the cur· 
bring only grief?' rent. issu: of National 
(Anita Bryant?)" ReView. write to Dept G·5. 

150 East 35th Street, New 
• ______ IYork. New York 10016 

proper gear for ~~~~~ 

Then turn on the 
tube or spin a tune or 
crack a good book The 
choice is strictly 
between you and the 
do:minant hemisphere 

ROOMMATE WANTED-Looking for 
M/F to share house with male. 26. 2 
SR. Colonial Brick, W IW Carpet, AC. 
Fireplace, Washer·Oryer, Excellent 
Neighborhood. $175 rent, plus utilities. 
Call Steve, 524·8372. Evenings only. IDountaIDeering. 

(It all fits to
gether so nicely, 
doesn't it?) 

First and 
foremost, you'll 
need to pop the 
IDOuntaID top. For 
this task, faithful moun
taineers use a church 
key. Secular moun
taineers use a bottle 
opener. Don't be con
fused by these antics 
with semantics. Just 
remember, the opener is 
your primary tool. Be 
true to it and it will be 
true to you 

Second., choose a 
glass. Here the options 
become immense. 
German steins, hand

blown pilseners, 
old jelly jars, 

that cute 
little 

. Boffo mug you've 
had since third grade .. 

Be adventurous. 
Experiment. Most 

mountaineers have a 
personal preference. YOU'll 
develop one too. 

Food is next. Proper 
mountaineering, not 
to mention proper nutri
tion, requires a smorgas
bord selection of snacks. 

Some mountaineers 
have suffered from a 

potato chip deficiency, 
a pretzel imbalance or 

other serious dietary de
fects. Plan ahead. 

Dorrt ju",t, reach for a beer. BUse 
Anheuser· Busch. tnc St LOUIS. Mo 

ofvo'TPhT'!);""" Of("u~'n"se v - ~.A.'-"U,.L..I..L. '-' '\..A..L , 

some mountaineers 
say the smooth, re
freshing taste of Busch 

is entertainment enough .. 
tharDK . 

do ,because 
it's an excellent 
conclusion. 

Head for the mountains. 

CLUBS - STUDENTS - EARN Extra 
Money for your fund raiSing projects. 
I will show·sell my jewelry-sterling 
silver, gold filled, jade. turquoise, tiger 
eye, etc. I will pay you 15% of all 
sales. Please call Sea: 350·3474. 

Summer, Fall, Wlnler, 
. Colorado Wllderno .. Program •• 
Mountaineering. Rock Climb·jng. 
Kayaking, leadership Training. 
Undergraduate/graduate credit 

~ 
Chal(ense!Dilcovery 
An1ioch Collaga 
Yellow Spring., Ohio 45387 
5t3·767·7331 

Babysitting Needed 

Must love children. Tues., Wed., 
Thurs. night, 4 p.rn.·8 p.m. approx. 
Georgetown. Excellent Salary. 
338·1443. 

TAXI-CAB DRIVERS Male/Fe
male. 21 years or older. Any 
hours - Cash Daily. RED TOP 
CAB. 524·6360. Wayne or Van. 

MALEI FEMALE SURVEY - Sales 
Oriented. $5.00 an hour minimum in· 
come. Full or Part Time. Must have 
transportation. Call 384·1001 10 AM· 
4PM. 

Fall Quarter In The'Wilderness 
63 Day Course In Colorado and' Utah 
15.hours cred" 

,;;r Challenge/Discovery 
International W,lderness 
AnllOch College 

, Yellow Springs. OhIO 45387 
. .. 513·767·7331 

HtT THE ROAD. CCT is a special kind of camping tour 
of Europe. The food is super. The company you'lt keep 
is even better. U's inexpensive. It's comprehensive, And 
it is more sophisticated than other camping tours. CCT 
is a great way to see Europe. Call for the details and 
free brochure. National Student Travel Bureau: 
265-9890 

HIT THE ROAD. Consider the possibility of Europe. 
Ellen a miser deserves to see Europe and this summer 
the airlines are helping. Ask about new Bl.Jdget Fares, 
APEX fares. charters. And for those who'll need a good 
night's sleep in London, we can fill you in on AERO
DORM. Call for the details and our free brochures. 
National Student Travel Bureau. 
265·9890. 

ASk fo r Barry. 
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Yank~es-Orioles Feed Hardball Habit 
by Mike Lindquist and 

Doug Schoppert 
We were there to see baseball. 
There's nothing more relaxing (on 

a weekday night in Baltimore. at 
least) than sitting back, cold beer in 
hand, holding ten kosher hot dogs 
smothered in mustard and watching 
major league baseball under a night 
sky. 

making his first major-league appear
ance best the legendary Jim Palmer. 
Or watching two Oriole pinch-hitters 
fail to push the tying run the final 90 
feet in the bottom of the ninth. 

reliever Rich Gossage, who caught a 
face full of beer on his way back to 
the dugout after a particularly unspec
tacular inning. 

Perhaps the only thing better is 
watching the, New York Yankees 
destroy the Baltimore Orioles with 
an eight-hit, eight run fifth inning 
highlighted by seven straight singles. 
Or watching a rookie Yankee pitcher 

By now, as anyone who went 
Baltimore earlier this week to watch 
the D's host an ungrateful Yankee 
squad can attest, Baltimore fans have 
developed a profound dislike of the 
Yankee pinstripes (not to mention 
their road grays, for that matter). 

This was also evident to players 
like Reggie Jackson, who wore a 
batting helmet to right field in the 
late innings Tuesday, as well as to 

And when the abuse was not 
physical, it was verbal. "Munson's a 
woman," cried a red-neck voice from 
the upper reaches of upper deck. 
"New York sucks" was another 
popular refrain of a crowd whose 
anger at the invading World Cham· 
pions occasionally spilled over to 
brawls in the stands and parking lots. 

The Oriole bench even attempted 
to vent their multitudinous frustra· 
tions by tentatively "rushing" onto 

Hoya Baseball Statistics 
Batting 

A. Spagna 
M. Messenger 
A. Scafa 
B. Heditsian 
B. Gallagher 
A. Zeitler 
B. Gerard 
J. Pfleiger 
L. Deihle 
B. Donnelly 
J. Armstrong 
B. Caron 
B. Caron 
T. Clark 
T. Cayne 

Pitching 
B. Cordes 
J. Mashue 
T. Brosnan 
P. Keating 
M, Schultheis 
B. Fredericks 

"I > 
. ,'Ie 

(Not inclUding Tuesday's game) 
G AB H 2B 3B HR RBI BB SO SB SAC HBP AVG 

4 13 7 0 
15 64 20 
13 48 15 
13 '48 14 1 
15 61 17 3 
12 46 12 0 
14 47 12 1 
14 45 10 0 
11 32 7 2 

2 5 1 0 
13 47 9 

5 25 
14 25 

G 
8 
1 
6 
6 

2 

5 2 

3 0 
3 0 
o 0 

IP CG 

572/3 6 
6 

242/3 1 
22 2 

2 0 
2/3 a 

15 113 10 

o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

R 
58 

6 
35 
43 

7 
9 

158 

6 
a 
o 
o 
a 
o 
2 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

.~ 

8 
5 
5 
6 

8 
8 
8 
2 
2 
o 
7 

o 
o 
o 

ER 
35 

5 
28 
32 
4 
4 

108 

000 
5 2 

484 
2 13 1 
650 
643 
11 17 0 
10 13 0 
392 

o 0 
863 

2 
6 
o 

H 
86 

5 
31 
41 

3 
3 

169 

4 o 
14 0 
2 0 

BB SO 
23 27 

4 0 
22 9 
25 11 

5 1 
4 0 

83 48 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
2 

o 
o 

TIle image of an adult world 
through a child's eyes. 

o 
o 
o 
1 
2 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 

HBP W 
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the field after the erratic Gossage 
brushed back and subsequently hit 
error-prone third-baseman Doug De
Cinces in the eighth inning on 
Monday_ Decines COUldn't get out of 
the ball's way fast enough in the 
field, either, committing three mis
cues in the two-game series. 

If the fans had little patience the 
Yankees, they displayed almost less 
with their own Orioles. After every 
every DeCinces error, the crowd (?) 
started chants of "We want Brooks" 
with less nostalgia than bitterness. 

The less-than·overflow crowds 
were treated to a new Oriole 
"attraction" after the fifth inning of 
each game in the form of a hyperactive 
midget who sweeps the bases before 
stripping down to a tiny superman 
costume to the perverse delight of 
the crowd. But not even the 
frustrations of thumbing through the 

Orioles program in a futile search for 
rosters, first names, ages, heights, 
weights, or any stats at all on any of 
the players could put a damper on 
the busloads of Bomber fans-from 
Georgetown MO,!1day, from the Big 
Town on Tuesday-who made the 
trip. But the top-forty "hits" which 
blared from the PA between innings 
came close. 

We and a combined 37,000 people 
put up with all the trashy window
dressings to see a couple of games. 
And, as usual, it was well worth the 
hassle (and don't let anyone tell you 
Baltimore is just an hour's drive from 
D_C.). 

And, as usual, there were things 
we'd never seen before, like Chris 
Chambliss stealing a base, and 14 
Yankees coming to the plate in one 
inning. And things we had seen 
before, like Palmer striking out the 

The women's tennis team will compete against eight other Eastern Schools 
this weekend in the Capitol Collegiate Championships. 

Lacrosse Falls, 23-1, 
In Season Finale 

by David Dailey 
Georgetown's Men's Lacrosse 

team wrapped up their season Wed
nesday on a sour note as they fell to 
defeat at the hands of St. Mary's 
College by the score of 23-1. 

The game was never in doubt as 
the visitors rolled to a 7-0 first period 
lead over the outclassed Boyas. St. 
Mary's sharp, precise stickwork en
abled them to control the ball for 
over 70 percent of the game, dealing 
52 shots at Georgetown goalie Kevin 
Murray. Murray's fine play in the 
goal kept the Hoyas from being 
embarrassed worse as he turned away 
20 St. Mary's shots. Backup goalie 
Tim von Gal added 3 saves to the 
tally. 

The only highlight of the game for 
Georgetown came at the very end 
when attackman Jack Seaman took a 
pass from Tim Rice and fired a 

VICIOUS bullet past the stunned St. 
Mary's goalie with only one second 
left on the clock, saving the Hoyas 
from being shut out. 

And 50 ended another dismal 
season for the Boya laxmen, who 
finished with a record of 0·9. Injuries 
plagued the team throughout the 
entire year, the latest casualty being 
George Lodge who was sidelined for 
the final game with an injured foot. 

The future looks bright for the 
team, though, providing they stay 
healthy, as they will lose only one 
starter to graduation in Captain Lee 
Albanese. The entire starting defense 
and attack (?) will return next year 
with the hope that the past season's 
experience will provide the team 
with some long awaited victories. 

The Annual Men's and Women's 
Lacrosse Banquet wiII be held 
Tuesday at 6:30 P_M. in the New 
South Faculty Lounge. 

side in the top of the first, and a 
Munson throw sailing 40 feet wide of 
second base, and Sparky Lyle almost, 
but not quite, blowing a three-run 
lead in the bottom of the ninth. 

And, as usual, we came away 
more addicted than ever. 

GU Sweeps 
U. Va Crew 

by Don Faulkner 
Slicing through the Waves down in 

Charlottsville, the Georgetown Uni
versity Rowing Association swept the 
University of Virginia, with all three 
lightweight crews emerging vic
torious_ The heavyweights did not 
row in the competition. 

The Hoya shells took to the water 
under the supervision of Lightweight 
Coach John Ciermireski, who report
edly told his minions that he didn't 
expect them to win against the rival 
Cavalier oarsmen. Others dismissed 
this as being in character. "He's a 
very demanding coach," said Varsity 
Lightweight bowman Dave Mc
Aneny. "He's hated, but respected," 
added Bill Burke, half jokingly. 

In any event, the oarsmen proved 
their mentor wrong, as the Junior 
Varsity eights started things off by 
opening a liz-length lead over the 
Virginian shell, and holding it for the 
duration of the race. 

The lightweight fours also won, 
(with Coxswain Pat Sheehan direct
ing his second race of the day), as 
they built an early lead off of a 
strong start, and extended it through 
the duration of the race. With the 
result never in doubt, the fours 
cruised to a fivelength victory. 

In dramatic fashion, the Varsity 
lightweights came back from an early 
scare. trailing by a length at the 1000 
meter mark, to sprin t early, at the 
500 meter flags, overtaking their 
southern foes, and eventually pulling 
out the win going away, gaining open 
water just as the finish flashed past. 

Next week Georgetown '5 crew 
journeys to Philadelphia to do battle 
against the likes of Ithaca, King's 
Point, and Drexel. They will then 
return to Washington the next 
weekend to race in the D.C. Regatta 
before heading back up to Philly on 
May 12 to compete in the season
capping Dad Vails_ 

(All home games from today to 
the end of this year) 
TODAY Women's Lacrosse vs_ 

Cantonsville, 4 p.m.; Women's 
Tennis in the Capitol Collegiate 
Championships. 

Saturday; Women's Tennis in the 
Capitol Collegiate Championships 

Sunday; Baseball vs. Howard, 1 p.m. 
Monday; Baseball vs. Randolph

Macon, 3 p.m. 

JiM: IT WAS A TYpO. 

HOVE YOll. Molly 
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Relays Continue; Ogden 2nd in Marathon 

Tri-captain Dave Dobrzynski competed in the 5000 meters last night at the Senior Mark Ogden approaches the finish line in the Penn Marathon. He 
Penn Relays. finished second. 

Towson Walks Out; Says GU's All Wet 
by Mike Lindquist 

Felines are notoriously afraid of 
the water. 

And the Towson State baseball 
Tigers followed the instincts of their 
biological namesakes yesterday after
noon by refusing to play the 
scheduled 3 p.m. contest here on 
account of what coach Bob Zeigler 
termed the "dangerous" condition of 
the rain-soaked field. 

"It's simple," said Zeigler, whose 
16·9 squad has a date early next: 
month in the Mason-Dixon Con
ference playoffs. "The field's not fit 
to play on. It's dangerous, and I 
don't choose to jeopardize my 

Ed Q'N eill's 

players' health." 
Zeigler's decision brought mixed 

reviews from the home team. "It's an 
embarrassing situation," admitted 
Georgetown coach Tom Nolan, now 
in the final days of his two-decade 
coaching career. "I don't think it's 
anybody's fault," he added, in 
response to Zeigler's allegations that 
the field had "not been touched, or 
even raked," by the Georgetown 
grounds crew. 

"Our diamond doesn't drain," 
continued Nolan. "We just didn't 
have time to get the field in shape, 
and the grounds crew said there 
wasn't anything more they could do 

Intramural Softball 
by Ed O'Neill 

Thank God! The last intramural 
story of the year. No more forced 
puns or addled adjectives. (Well. .. 
maybe a few more.) 

In the IVIen's Independent Divi
sion, League A, Junior's Farm reaped 
another win as the Dubliner's for
feited to them. Unfortunately, Jr's 
Farm was upset by the Hard Bailers, 
10-9, thus ruining their undefeated 
record. The Dubliners came back to 
forfeit another to The Billy Pilgrims, 
and the Pilgrims returned the favor, 
giving them both a loss. 

B League saw Whale's Tails going 
under, forfeiting to Lev II. Chic 
outclassed the Brooklyn Dodgers, 
13·0. 

Charles Blockley spilled Amaretto 
and Cream, 26-2, in League C, while 
Brain Damage short circuited Electro 
Shock,6-l. 

In league D, the Slimes blew off 
the Tooters, 5-4. They also proved 
too slippery for Vaseline Alley as the 
alley forfeited to them. Who Cares 
ambushed the Desperadoes, 6.4, but 
they left town, forfeiting to Vaseline 
Alley. 

The League F Floor Team may 
have a boring name but they have a 
good team, capturing a victory from 
SLA, 6·5. SLA, however, came back 
to hold up the Mastro Batters, 6·0. 
The Mastro Batters, not willing to be 
caught with their. pants down, 
leashed Arnold's Dog, 9·2. The Dog 

got the brush off from the Washing· 
ton Club, giving them a free win. The 
Mad Cappers lost their chance at a 
crown. by forfeiting to Wild Rovers. 
In the last of the Men's Independent 
.action, Orange Sunshine put the heat 
on the Euclideans, winning, 6-5. 

In the Law Division, Caribe 
drowned Paniolos, 11-3, in League A 
play. The B League Green Devils 
pitchforked Baby Ducks, 12-5, while 
the Lagahs made a basket case out of 
the Darby Jock Straps, 6-4. 

High Goons smoked out the 
Cohnheads, 9-4, in League C. And in 
League D, Bye got a bye from the 
Flying Burrito Brothers. Interruptus 
cut off ACDC, 6-4, and the Krypts 
were too dead to take the field, 
forfeiting to On Demand. ' 

In the Grad/Faculty Division, 
League D, the Soft bailers roasted 
Goobers, 5-2, and the Pub Brewers 
wasted Reiss Science, 24-3. In the 
only E League game, the V·Men 
pickled Heinz 57, 28-5, and in 
League F, the Off Beat Blues felt too 
blue to play J.M.'s. 

In the Men's Dorm Division, only 
one game was not forfeited. (Makes 
for good copy). In this illustrious 
contest, 1st Darnall snuck by ISH, 
9-8. . 

In the Women's Independent 
Division, Joe II and the D.J.'s double 
forfeited to each other, while Colleen 
Kinney wore out Goody 'rwo Shoes, 
5-3. 

about it. No game's worth a broken 
leg." 

Fresh dirt had been placed around 
home plate and the pitcher's mound, 
but the area between second and 
third bases looked more like a 
quagmire than an infield at game
time. 

Assistant Athletic Director Steve 
Stage berg explained that the infield 
was too soft to be dragged by a 
tractor, and that raking the dirt 
wasn't enough to clear away the 
mud. He denied Zeigler's charges that 
the fjeld had not been touched. 

At press time, it was unclear 
whether the game would go into the 
record books as a forfeit or as a 
simple cancellation. 

"I've asked for it to go as a 
forfeit," stated Zeigler shortly before 
his team's departure. "I was told if I 
wasn't notified by 11 o'clock, 1 was 
to come ahead," he said. 

Stageberg said that "As of noon 

intrasquad game. I've seen it happen 
where people have gotten hurt (in 
similar conditions). J really can't 
fault him." 

Other Georgetown players were 
less understanding. "I just don't 
think they had a legitimate excuse," 
said one starter who preferred to 
remain anonymous. "Everybody here 
has played on worse fields. Some of 
the guys on Towson even said the 
Held's not that bad." 

Blane Cordes, who was slated to 
pitch the ill-fated game, had his own 
reasons for opposing the cancella
tion. "I would have had a chance to 
even my record (2-4)," he said. 
"Now I'll only get one more start," 
against either Howard on Sunday or 
Randolph Macon on Monday, the 
final games of the season. 

Still others pointed the finger of 
blame at the Georgetown administra· 
tion. "It's passed being obvious they 
don't care about the program any
more," stated another starter. "He 

Georgetown catcher Bill Gerard gets set to take a few rips ... 

we though the field would be 
playable" and for that reason no 
attempt was made to contact Tow
son to cancel the game. "I talked (to 
the grounds keepers) and they 
thought the game would go on." 
Nolan said that he. too, "thought the 
field would be ready" for the game. 

Georgetown captain Jim Arm
strong sympathized with Zeigler. "I 
can see his point," he said as the 
Hoyas prepared for a starters-reserves 

(Zeigler) is justified in what he's 
doing." 

"You've got to fill in those low 
spots (to solve the drainage problem 
permanently)" said Nolan. "You've 

'got to get a mixture of sand, clay, 
and if you can find some, a little 
foundry dust. We don't have any 
fresh dirt, and there's no place to· 
keep any around here." 

The non-game left intact the 
Hoyas' 4-12 spring record. 

Nolan: Passing Judgement on the Past 
by Tom Coyne 

When Tommy Nolan walks off the baseball field this 
Monday, an era will come to an end at Georgetown. He's the 
last of the old guard of the Athletic Department, a man who's 
seen many changes at Georgetown during his 54 year 
association with the school. When he leaves that field Monday, 
he may be slightly frustrated, but he can be sure he'll never 
be forgotten. 

Why frustrated? Coach Nolan has always believed that the 
primary purpose of playing any sport was to have fun. Long 
before the deflated basketball made the front page, he 
recognized that his players, like himself, had come to 
Georgetown first and foremost to get an education. BasebaI1 
was always meant to be a relaxing and enjoyable avocation, 
nothing more. It was this desire that led to Coach Nolan's 
criticism of the Athletic Department for taking away the few 
scholarships which had kept his teams competitive-and the 
sport enjoyable-in the face of the strong Division I schedule 
that his teams were asked to play. 

Co~ch Nolan is unique in the Georgetown bureaucracy with 
his long experience allowing him to make direct comparisons 
between the old and the new, to see trends, and to comment on 
.where the school seems to be going. He is a man with the 
wisdom of age and the love of a place that's been a part of his 
life for many years; a man whose experience can transcend 
day-to·day controversies to get at the spirit of the Georgetown 

experience. The University will indeed be the loser if it fails to 
continue to take advantage of Tommy Nolan's unique 
perspective. 

Nolan's players surely know what this means. More than a 
coach, it is Nolan the man we will long remember. Throughout 
the past three years, he has never ceased to amaze and impress, 
confound and aslolll1Cl liS. While losing tends to bring out the 

OpiNioN/ TOM COYNE 

worst ill a person, Coach Nolan has always been remarkably 
patient, never losing sight of why he, or we, were out there. He 
has trusted us completely, understood us quite well, and taught 
US a great deal. And through it all, he nevcr stopped believing in 
anyone of us as a person, if not always as a player. He is a man 
of uncommon sense and good humor, with an exceptional 
talent for the unexpected, be it ajoke or piece of wisdom. Very 
simply .. you can tell he enjoys life. We've learned a lot from. 
Coach Nolan, laughed a lot, and grown up a lot playing for this 
man. And whilc we may have lost more than we won on the 
field, in the long run-when the games have all faded away-we 
all will havc won because oJ our association with Tommy 
Nolan. 

Senior Pulls Upset 
In 26-mile Test 

by Maureen Sullivan 
The Hoya track team travels to 

Franklin Field in Philadelphia this 
weekend in hopes of bringing home 
the "gold at the 84th running of the 
prestigious Ellstern track classic-the 
Penn Relays. 

If Monday's Penn Marathon is any 
indication of how good George
town's chances are then Coach Joe 
Lang and his squad have nothing to 
fear. Senior Mark Ogden captured 
second place (and was the first 
collegiate finisher) in 011e of his first 
attempts at the grueling 26 mile 385 
yard distance. "I plan to keep 
running after graduation," said the 
red-headed New York.er who brings 
his kitten, Tito, to all of his races for 
good luck. "I'm just beginning to 
learn what marathoning is all about." 

Coach Lang feels his runners are 
"rested and ready to go" and is 
confident of their chances to do well 
in such races as the distance medley 
relay to be run on Friday. One of the 
strongest quartets entered includes 
Ron Stafford, Keith Royster, Jim 
Peterson, and Kevin Byrne handling 
the various distances in a race that 
promises an exciting finish. 

Saturday wiII see a lot of racing 
action as the foursomes of Bill 
Ledder, Paul Kinyon, Peterson, and 
Byrne in the 4x1500 Meter relay and 
Harry Gaffney, Byrne, Ledder, and 
Stafford in the 4x800 Meter relay 
battle it out for relay supremacy. 

Other races to be contested are 
the 400 Meter Intermediate Hurdles 
with Royster and Freshman Eric 
EklUnd in direct competition. Thurs
day saw a full slate of women's races 
and the running of the 5000 Meters 
in which Dave Dobrzynski and Tom 
Grimes were heavily favored contest
ants. Although Lang does not feel his 
women runners are "strong enough" 

to do especially well at Penn, he 
hopes this will be a learning experi
ence for them. Running yesterday in 
the 4x400 Meter relay were the team 
of Kiki Brown, Christine Mullen, 
Marianne Keeley, and Mary Jane 
Drengwitz. Yesterdays' 4x800 Meter 
relay contestants were Katie Solon, 
Mullen, Drengwitz, and Veronica 
Von Egmond. 

Most teams on the hilltop are 
beginning to wind down their seasons 
as exams suddenly loom large on the 
horizon, and the Hoya track men are 
an exception to this rule. "We still. 
have a lot of running ahead of us," 
said junior Kinyon "our season is 
really just beginning." 

Individual events and qualifying 
meets for the upcoming national 
tournaments wiII comprise the bulk 
of the remaining outdoor season. The 
NCAA's will be run on the first 
weekend in June and Coach Lang 
believes it is merely a question of 
time as to when his runners will 
qualify for berths in this champion· 
ship. 

Although the recruitment of high 
school standouts such as John 
Gregorek of New York and Chris 
Cheese box of Massachusetts will help 
fill the gaps left by the graduation of 
All-American Peterson, Ogden, and 
Gaffney. "I'm very pleased to have 
worked with these Seniors," said 
Lang. "They ran for us during an 
important period of growth in the 
track program." 

The avaiJibiJity (or lack of it) of 
the track team is one aspect of the 
program that most. Team-Members 
find disconcerting. "We want our 
fellow students' support," said Kin
yon, "I hope that the availability of 
the new lj'.i'c-Plex track will bring 
more area meets back to Georgetown 
so we can be seen in action." . 

... against none other than teammate Tim Brosnan after yesterday's 
cancellation. 

Sports Shorts 
Georgetown Athletic recruiting 

seems to have run into a stonewaIl of 
late. Basketball has reportedly seen 
one or two recruits of late slip 
through its fingers. After the acqui
sition of the Bay States' Chris 
Cheese box , and John Gregorek of 
New York, Coach Lang's organiza
tion has not been able to report any 
new Hoyas. And VoIleybali hasn't 
induced anyone to come to the 
Hilltop. Coach McClure says that 
USC and Oregon drew off his last 
two prospects, and he's already 
thinking in.terms of 1979_ 

* * * 
While GURA's lightweights con-

tinue to be impressive, both the 
Heavyweights and the freshman have 
some problems. The frosh's diffi
culties are limited to finding races
their proposed meet against Navy 
was cancelled when the Midship
men's schedule proved to be incom· 
patable with our own. But the 
winless heavies are not only having 
problems getting on the water; 

-they're having difficulties not getting 
blown off. Most observers pin-point 
their poor start as the major 
problem. 

* * * 
Basketball has its final say of the 

season tonight, as team members, 
administration officials, loyal alumni, 
and various other hangers-on gather 
at the Marriot for a dinner honoring 
the stUdent-athletes. The question 011 

every bodies (?) mind is whether 
Derrick Johnson will be the first 
3-time MVP winner. Betting here is, 
yes, he wilL 

And "Pebbles" Medley also gets 
to offer an award. He knows who it 

is, and the HOY A knows, but we'll 
keep it a surprise until tonight. 

As Exams roll up, sports wind 
down. Men's Tennis, rained out on 
Wednsday, has completed its sche
dule of events. Golf and Men's 
Lacrosse completed their shaky sea
sons three days ago, the former with 
a non-competitive student-Alumni 
match, and the latter with a decisive 
thumping on the lower fields. 

Women's Lacrossee finishes today 
versus Catonsville, which leaves only 
Women's Tennis and Baseball unac· 
counted for. The female racquet· 
holders will be ending their year this 
weekend with the Capitol Collegiate 
Championships against eight other 
Eastern schools, a major portion of 
which will be held here, on GU 
courts, with weather permitting ... 

* * * 
As for baseball, the scholarship 

issue raised by Coach Nolan still 
hasn't died out. Sources close to the 
baseball squad say that an anony
mous alumnus offered the President's 
office nearly $100,000 for the 
baseball team. President Healy con
firms that there were "tentative" 
feelers, and a discussion of "alter
natives." Baseball sources say that 
these alternatives amounted to Healy 
saying that the money could only be 
donated to a general athletic fund, 
not directly to the Hoya hardball 
squad. 

* * * 
Some Personal announce-

ments ... Thank you, Mike Lind-
quist ... and get well soon, Ed 
O'Neill, oh great purveyor of puns. 
Keep on chuckin' Gill .. _ See ya 
soon, Karen ... 


